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TERRITOhV MEDICAL

THIS SUMMER HAS BEEN LONG; THENAGAIN, IT HASN'T
MRS

ANNUAL

SENATE

WILL

White River Junction, Vt, Sept. 2.
of the vota cast
for governor, with nineteen small
towns missing, give George H.
Prouty, Republican, 43,043; Burke,
Democrat. 16,318; Backus, Independence league, 1,222; Campbell, Prohibitionist, 801; Dunbar, Socialist 463.
Prouty's plurality in the state Is estimated at 29,000. The decrease In the
Republican vote, compared with four
years ago, amounted to six per cent,
and In the Democratlo vote to three
per cent.
The legislature Is overwhelmingly
Republican, Insuring the election of
a Republican successor to the late
Senator Redfleld Proctor. His son,
Governor F. D. Proctor, will probably
be chosen.
The election of one Democratlo
member to the state senate gives that
party representation In that branch of
the legislature for the first time In
several years. Out of 239 members
In the lower house the Democrat
have about thirty and the Independence league six.
11'iinaries Cause Surprise.
Milwaukee, Sept. 2. The greatest
aensatlon in the primary election bell
ta this tt&xe yesterday was thci defeat
of Congressman John J. Jenkins of
thi Eleventh district by Irvine L.
Lenroot, former speaker of the state
assembly and a strong La Follette follower.
Returns received so far today Indicate that United States Senator Isaac
Stephenson carried the Republican
primaries by 10,000 to 15,000, while
Neal Brown of Wasau received the
Democratic nomination. For governor the Republicans chose James O.
Davidson, the present governor, and
d.
the Democrats selected John A.

WOULD

Ayl-war-

Warner Defeated.
Detroit, Sept. 2. Dr. J. I Bradley,
state auditor general, defeated Governor Fred M. Warner for the Republican nomination for governor by
about 2,500 votes in the primary election yesterday. Governor Warner
carried the upper peninsula and the
"thumb" section of the state but
Bradley carried the two largest counties in which are Detroit and Grand
Rapids.
Dahlman Curried Omaha.
Omaha, Sept 2. Mayor James G.
Dahlman of Omaha carried Omaha
and Douglas) county by 2,000 votes in
the primary for the Democratic nomi.
nation for governor, but appears to
have run
to Shellenberger 'fl
the state. On the Republican side
Governor George F. Sheldon was unopposed for the nomination.
But Sliollenbcrgcr Won.
Lincoln, Sept. 2. Returns of the
primary election are coming In slowly.
The indieatlons are that A. C. Shellenberger of Alma has been nominated
for governor by the Democrats.
Xewlaml.4 Nomluuleil.
Tjnopah, Sept. 2. The Nevada
Democratic state convention today
nominated Francis (!. Newlands for
Un ted St.ites senator and George ...
Bartlett for governor.
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HIGHWAYS
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Triuiilail, Sept. 2. Two thousand
one hundred dollars of the sum necessary to keep the convicts at work
on the Colorado state highway has
been secured by the committee after
one d.iy's work. Most of the big
business houses of the city have
already contributed and the remainder will be seen as soon as possible.
A big start was given the fund at the
meeting Monday afternoon and with
that as a nucleus the committee began work bright and early Tuesday.
Everywhere they met with success
"out the amount necessary to insure
the cont nuance of work means that
they must contribute in order to make
the .um reach the 33,000 mark.
Is the work of the committee
being watched w!th closer Interest
than at the road amp. The men are
much concerned over the report that
they will be taken back to Fremont
county. Th. y i an almost proprietary interest in their work and are
endeavoring each day to make a
showing over th preceding one. The
work from Morley to. the line can be
done by these men much better than
by a force of men who have not had
the experience gained by the present
force In the past few months.
No-whe- re
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RECOGNIZE

THIS EVENING

al

AEROPLAIIE

Action of Kaiser In Notifying Tho Flyer Being Built for the
Signatory Powers CreUnited Slates Represents

BANQUET

The twentjn-seventannual meeting
of the New Mexico Medical society
began Its session this morning at 10
o'clock with an attendance of over
fifty of the leading physicians in the
surrounding territory. The meeting
was opened with an Invocation
by Rev. Father Mandalarl, which was
followed by the opening address by
Dr. James Wroth of this city, who
represented the mayor, he being unable to be In attendance. Response
was made in a very able manner by
W. H. Burr of Gallup, N. M. The address of the morning was that of
President R. E. McBrlde of Las Cm-ce- s,
N.'M., who spoke on "Some Duties and Opportunities of the New
Mexico Medical Society."
President McBrlde's address was
followed by a report of the National
Council of Medical Education by Dr.
G. W. Harrison, who .attended that
meeting in Chicago, 111., last April,
as a delegate from New Mexico. He
offered a most complete report. The
general routine of association business was then transacted.
This afternoon at 1 o'clock the
was commenced
scientific program
ii no. JJii J '
on va.lous. me. Ileal
were read by the following physicians
Dr. J. W. Colbert of Albuquerque,
whose subject was "Traumatic Lesions of the Spinal Cord;" Samuel D.
Swope, Demlng, on "The Eosinophil
and Opsonic Index;" Dr. James Vance
El Paso, Texas, on "After Treatment
of Abdominal Section;" J. F. McCon- on
nell, Colorado
Springs, Colo.,
"Wrights Thesis. Bacterial Inocula.
Hon;" William H. Burr, Gallup, on
"The Sequele of Appendlcal and Puer-purInfections, with Notes on Appendicitis in Children."
This evening at 9 o'clock, the association members will assemble In the
dining room of the Alvarado hotel,
where an elaborate banquet will be
served.
Tomorrow morning, at 9 o'clock the
scientific program, which was begun
this afternoon, will be resumed and
many Interesting as well as Instructive papers are on the program to be
delivered by some of the local as well
as visiting physicians.
T h efollowlng medical petitioners were present when the meeting
was called to order by Secretary G. S.
McLandress this morning:
Doctors O. S. McLandress, Albuquerque; R. E. McBrlde, Las Cruces;
C. W. Taylor Goodman. Albuquerque;
H. Smith, Las Vegas; A. E. North-wooWagon Mound; W. R. Tipton,
Kast Las Vegas; P. G. Cornish, Albuquerque; S. D. Hope, Demlng; Charles
G. Duncan, Socorro; C. E. Lukens.
Alouquerque; II. Miliken, Silver City;
R. L. Bradley. Roswell; Wm. D.
Belen; S. L. Burton, Albuquerque; G. K. Angle, Silver City; O. W.
Harrison. Albuquerque W. J. Ham.
mer. Silver City; R. S. Smart, Albuquerque; Francis F. B. Best, East Las
Vegas; W. W. Spargo, Albuquerque;
J. A. Massie, Santa Fe; C. J. Amble,
Manzano; J. W. Elder. Albuquerque;
M. K. Wylder, Albuquerque; .1. M.
Shields. Jemez Springs; Charles A.
Frank. Albuquerque; D. II. Cams, Al.
buquerque; S. Ci. Sewell, Albuquerque,
E. Osuna. Albuquerque; S. C. Ferten-burrColumbia. Miss ; James II.
Wroth, Albuquerque; W. G. Phadrach,
Alouquerque; W. G. Hope, Albuquerque; J. W. Colbert, Albuquerque; A.
iiriffith McAlester. Oklahoma; W. H.
ISurr, Uallup; James Vance, El Paso,
George
AlbuquerTexas;
Keck,
que; M. O. Cartwright, Albuquerque;
M. D. Welsh. Pines; F. J. Patchln.
Albuquerque; V. S. Cheyney. Kettner;
J. A. Reldy, Albuquerque; W. W. Mccormick, Albuquerque; Frank E.
Tull, Albuquerque, anj Chas. S. Losey,
l.ns Vegas.
Others are expected to arrive in
time for tomorrow's program and the
meeting promises to exceed in attendance any former session ever held.
Dr. McBrlde offered a number of
good suggestions In his annual address this morning. He said:
Gentlemen: It Is a great pleasure
for me to greet you this morning In
the name of organized medicine. The
New Mexico Mejlcal society Is an organization over which any one might
feel proud to preside and I am not
unconscious of the honor you conferred in electing me to this position. I
am deeply grateful and I thank you.
Our present membership. Including
county societies, numbers 158. During
the past year two new counties have,
been organized.
These sre Quay
county with a membership of eleven
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The Democrats Succeeded on Get- President McBrlde Offers Some
ting a Member of ne State SenGood Suggestions In Ills Speech
ate for the First Time In
and Society Prepares for a
Many Years-Thr- ee
States
Year of Hard Work to
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Better Health.
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Paris. Sept. 2. The action of Germany ln breaking the concert of pow.
ers with regard to Morocco by notify.
Ing the slgnators of the Algerclas act
that she considered the actual situation as demanding the immediate rec.
ognltlon of Mulai Hand, the usurping
sultan of Morocco, has fallen like a
bombshell In Paris and the greatest
consternation Is manifested In official
circles.
France can see In Germany's action
only an Intention to disregard the Algerclas act and to seek a special position In Morocco for herself. The
consequences of such action on the
part of the kaiser, both from an International and French standpoint are
expected to be deplorable.
The French press ln commenting on
the action of Germany In the position
she has assumed Is unanimous In
considering Germany provocation and
her action possibly productive of the
actual crisis.
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and Eddy county with a membership
of eleven. To the efforts of our able SEVEN WERE DROWNED
secretary, Dr. G. S. McLandress, may
be credited these organizations as It
was through his efforts that the or
WHEN SMAU --SLOOP
ganisations were perfected.
regret tn&l 1 was unable.
I
to officially visit each one of the
component county societies during my
OVtRJRNED
term of office, but circumstances over
which I had no control prevented this
I have outlined a plan and presented
It to the house of delegates for conContaining
Pleasure
sideration whereby future presidents Boat
may be permitted to more readily pay
Party Overturned In
an annual official visit to such eo- clties as may need his help and asHeavy Sea.
sistance as well as to such counties
seems poswhere, an organization
sible. I believe that the president of
the territorial organization should SEARCHERS CONTINUE
make an annual visit to the compoHUNT FOR THE BODIES
nent county societies and this at the
expense of the terrjtorial organization. This could be accomplished by
Deer Isle, Maine, Sept. . The Inmy plan which I trust the house of
delegates will look upon with enough habitants of this little Island, with the
favor to report it to the general meet. member of the summer colony Who
Ing for consideration and discussion. yet remain along the coast In this viTo us In this favored section of our cinity, are mustering
every craft
common country is given a most wonderful opportunity to work out some available and are searching the waof the problems that are bailing med- ters of Penobscot ba and its shores
ical science, notably In tuberculosis. and the many Islands in 'the bay fer
With the wealth of material that an- the bodies of the seven victims of
nually comes within our . reach it
accidental drowning.
seems to me that there should be
A sloop owned by Rev. Johnson M.
some concerted action on the part of
Hutchinson of Billerlca, Massachuthis society looking to the establish- setts,
capsized In a heavy sea and all
ment of a thoroughly equipped laboratory In charge of some competent the occupants with the exception of
man and having for Its specific ob- three were drowned. The dead are:
REV. JOHNSON IL HUTCHINSON,
ject and the solving of some of those
numerous problems which are hold- of Billerlca, Mass.
MISS ALICE PAIRO, Washington.
ing the attention of scientists the
MISS ELEANOR PAIRO, Washing,
world over. The search for a specific
for tuberculosis is a work worthy of ton.
MIS3 LUTIE KELLOGG, Baltithe best among us and there seems
to me to be no just and good reason more.
MISS EVELYN KELLOGG. Baltiwhy this work should not be carried
more.
on in this territory.
MRS. LUCY CRAWLEY. PhiladelWhether this be done by private
subscription or by governmental aid phia.
MISS ELIZABETH O. EVANS, Mt
and private subscription combined is
a question, but it appears to me that Hulyoke college.
The heavy sea. which yesterday
there is a great opportunity presented
to us and we should not overlook it. 1 caused the accident, today continued
would invite a thorough discussion of and hindered the work of f ndlng the
this qucMloM at some time during this bodies. In the belief that the bodies
meeting with a view to naming a, will be washed up along the coast by
committee t' carefully examine Into the heavy seas the searchers are conthis matter ani to report a year' tinuing their work and expected to
hence. The number of ethically con- - be able to recover all the bodies. The
ducted Institutions In the neighbor-hoo- d bodies of Miss Evans and Miss Lutle
might oner some starting point; Kellogg were recovered yesterday
for the establishment of a research! afternoon shortly after the accident,
laboratory within the confines of the' but rescuers who searched for Rev.
territory would soon strengthen our Hutchinson wee unable to find him,
know ledge along other lines of work Hutchinson were unable to find him.
and be productive of many good re- had survled and had landed on Barsults. I leave this suggestion with ren Isle, nearby.
you. trusting that you will give
It
'
careful thought and attention.
Medical education and Just medical
lows are subjects upon which opinions
differ widely and In approaching them
YSTEBIQUSLY SHOT
I am fully conscious of these differences In Ideas but they are. nevertheless, of vltgil importance and should
receive some attention at our hands. Ho Was filtering
Honie When
At the last annual conference of SoiiK-fMiKilled Him ami Then Fled
the Council on Medical Education of
lite American Medical association
Omaha. Sept. 2. Dr. Frederick T.
haM In rhlcacro rillrlnir tn.t inrfl iitf! Hustln, one of the most famous sursociety was represented by Dr. O. W. geons of the country, was shot and
Harrison of Albuquerque. I here take kille,i when about to enter nls house
great pleasure ln thanking Dr. Harri- at 6 o'clock this morning. There U no
son for his unselfishness in attending clue to the murderer.
His wife was
this and other meetings in the Inter- - awakened by the pistol shot nnd rushest of our society at his personal ex- ing down stairs found Dr. Rustln sitpense.
ting In a chair on the porch. "I have
At this gathering a free discussion been shot," he sail, then lapsed into
unconsciousness, dying half an hour
later. One pistol ball had entered th
(Continued on Page Four.)
abuomen.
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WITHIN FEW DAYS

It Is Believed That Germany Seeks The Dayton Ohio Man Is Perfectto Disregard Aljerclas Act and
ing Details so ThM Failure
to Assume for Herself a PoWill be Out ot the Questiosition of Advantage In
n-Has
Many New
Troubled Country.
Features.
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GRAND ARMY VETERANS

THREATENED

WERE REVIEWED

BUT

TO SHOOT

HIS NERVE

BY TAFT

Two Nogrooe Fought and One' Kan,
But Returned With a Gun, and
Will Now Apcar In Court.

Other Notables Present When
Soldiers Marched Through
Encampment City.

Persons ln the vicinity of. Copper
avenue and Third street at 8:80
o'clock this morning were startled by
seeing a negro rush up to a number
of others, single out one and point a
pistol at him and exclaim excitedly
that he would shoot. He didn't, how.
ever, but If the police have the right
' '
man he Is ln serious trouble.
Witnesses summoned to appear at a
trial, which will be held before Judge
McClellan at 6 o'clock this afternoon,
will be called upon to testify that the
negro having the pistol was George
Atkins, a porter employed at the
White Elephant saloon. Atkins was
arrested shortly after the escapade,
but denied the pistol story.
Accordlngto persons who saw the
gun play, Atkins had a tight In front
of a pool hall on Third street with a
negro who was getting the best of
him. Atkins broke away from his
antagonist and ran to the E. Gradl
saloon. He came out of the saloon a
moment later with a pistol and ran
at his enemy. Pointing the pistol at
the man, Atkins told him a few things
he would do, but didn't. Satisfying
hlmBelf Atkins took the pistol back
where he got it. When he returned to
the street a moment later he was set
upon again by the other man and
compelled to run.

CUSTER COMMAND
ATTRACTS NOTICE
Toledo, Ohio, Sept. 2. The veter
ans of the Grand Army of the Repub.
He today marched through the street
of the encampment city. The route
of the parade was two miles long.
The procession was reviewed by Wm.
It. Taft, Governor Harris, Senator
Foraker and many other notables.
When marching past the reviewing
stand about 11 o'clock, the veterans
were saluted with a bombardment of
flowers, for which the women of Toledo had been preparing some daya
They emerged from the floral shower
to be greeted by an Immense human
flag, made up of nearly 3,000 children who In dresses of red, white and
blue swayed their bodies so that the
flag seemed to sway ln the breeze.
Th street was packed with people
so closely that it was almost impossible to move along the sidewalks. The
newspapers estimated that there were
about 150,000 visitors ln the city.
The Texans, some forty of whom
were in line, attracted attention by
the seven foot spread of steer's horns
which was carried by Colonel Dexter Wagner.
The men of Custer's command were
easily distinguished by the streaming
ted ties they wore and which attracted universal attention. This badge has
been worn since soon after the war.
During one of the first annual encampments and reunions Mrs. Elizabeth Custer, wife of the general, threw
a long piece of flannel at her husband's command as It was marching
by. The flannel was torn into pieces
and made into red neckties and the
wearfng of red ties by the survivors of
this command has been a feature of
every encampment since.
William H. Taft and Senator Foraker, meeting for the first time since
the Republican convention, created a
hurricane of cheers today when they
shook hands In the official reviewing
stands as the G. A. R. parade was
passing.

(il GCEXHKiMs SHOW DECREASE

New York, Sept. 2. The American
Smelting and Refining company today
issued its annual report for the year
ending April (0 last, which shows a
1. crease
as compared
in earnings
iih the previous year of $3,84(1, 771.
1'iesldent Daniel Guggenheim ln his
report said that the decline In bust-nehad not impaired the company's
surplus, which now amounts to
He also said that there to a
walked Improvement ln the market
of copper anj leal.
fs

9.

Washington, Sept. 2. Withln
A
few days Orvllle W. Wright of Dayton. Ohio, will make his first night
ln the aeroplane which he and hi
brother, Wilbur, have built for the
United States government. The machine is ready to fly, but Mr. Wright
wishes to perfect several minor details before going Into the air.
The machine differs from the on
being used by Wilbur Wright in
France, In that It will carry two me a
Instead of one. The body ot the mechanical bird consists of two planes
one six feet above the other, measuring forty feet from tip to tip and hav.
Ing a depth of five feet. These planea
rest on two runner which are six feet

apart

The seat for the operator Is placed
the center of the lower plane,
where the motor Is also situated. Tha
latter la the product of the Wright
brothers and to a
20-horsepower gasoline engine. The gaso.
Is
line
pumped directly Into the cylinders, there being no carburrettora.
It la water cooled, the water passing
through a radiator which In turn to
cooled by the air passing through It
while the machine in ln flight
Tbt.two planes are flexible fori th
space of about twelv fcef By ujanf)
of a lever the tip.v can be turned Into
a curve resembling a hellocold. Each
wing moves In the opposite direction
to the one on the opposite side ot the
machine, the principle ln which the
eagle soars.
Another lever controls the twin rudders, which are supported by a brsca
at a distance of ten feet from the
rear ot the planes. By working tha
two levers the equilibrium Is maintained while making curves. Ten feet
In front of the operator's seat tw
planes resembling a box kite, about
six feet wide, are used for controlling
the ascent and descent of the aeroplane.
The aerial flyer alights on the two
runners, or skids, and Is started on
a monorail. Two propellers are used
to rush the aeroplane through the air.
They are about nine feet In diameter
and revolve In opposite directions.
In

four-cylinde- r.'
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Twin Sisters Died of Same Malady
Saving Their Prayer to Old fM.

Stockton, Sept. 2. With the shipment of the remains of Mrs. Goldle
Turner to her old home near Fresno,
a sad and most peculiar story becam
known. The deceased and a twin sisTHE BIGGEST TREE
ter were reared ln Mariposa county,
and some years ago married two
brothers named Turner, after which,
IS IN THE FIRE they located near Fresno.
The women became Interested in
sun worship and so great did the reSt.ickton, Calif., Sept. 2. A tele ligion appeal to them that suddenly
phone message received here this, they were attacked with an acuta
morning from Murphy's. Calaveras mania. They became so violent that
county, said that a forest fire had; they were sent to a local sanatorium
gotten Into the Calaveras big tree for treatment, but all that medical
grove and the "Mother of the Forest" aid could do proved without avail. On
the monster Sequoia, 327 feet high July 8 Mrs. F. Turner died and Mrs..
had Goldie Turner passed away yesterday.
and 78 feet In circumference,
been burning all night. No other trees Both women were very beautiful an!
have yet caught Are but grave alarm' extremely popular
in
their home;
Is felt. "The Mother of the Forest" community and In Fresno
county.
is a dead tree. The grove is nearly They were S3 years
of age andi
surrounded by fire. There are not daughters of a prominent family.
more than fifty men fighting the Their worship of the tun was conflames and help la needed. The Big tinued up to v
...ie of their dea'th,
Trees hotel was saved last night after and
wa.r pJMable to see.
work.

hard

Sonora. Calif., Sept 2. Telephone ENTERTAIN WRIGHT
Information from the Big Trees hot-tat 10:90 reports that the forest
fire which threatened the Big Tree
RILEY
grove all night Is believed to be under
rangers
avail,
All
and
settlers
control.
able fought th, flames all night.
Tha Secretary of War Gets a Salute
of Seventeen Guns and Watdica
' the Soldiers.
THE ENGINE BLEW CP.
Salt Lake. Sept. 2. The engine
Fort Riley, Kan., Sept. 2. At
pulling passenger train No. 6, west
this morning a salute of sevenbound on the Rio Grande railroad,
blew un this moraing near Thompson, teen guns was fired ln honor of
of War Wright, who to attendUtah. The engineer and fireman were
budly Injured. So far as learned no ing the opening of the staff school
passengers were hurt.
bere and witnessing the regular army
and national guard maneuvers. The
program for today Included an attack
JAPANESE STATESMAN ILL.
Tokio, Sept. 2. Marques Inouye, on and the defense of Junction City,
one of the most Influential elder and this was participated ln by rive
statesmen Of Japan. Is critically 111, thousand men, two national guard
and Is not expected to recover.. He regiments from Kansas and one from.
has held several cabinet portfolios.
North Dakota.
el
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W S. STRICKLER

linh and Rafael
been appointed deputy
Maricopa county.

WILLIAM F. BROGAN
MANAGING EDITOR

PRESIDENT

On

year by mall In advance
by mail
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Knferod a sconnd-rluss- i
matter Ht tlie Ii!U(Tloe of Albuquerque, N. M..
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The only Illustrated dully neuspucr
nicxllurn of tlie Southwest.
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In New Mexico

HAPPENINGS j

sheriffs

In the mines of the Green
of Consolidated at Cunanea and all conditions were satisfactory to the

J. B. Nelson has been elected captain of the new company of tho Arizona National guard recently organ-

and the best

ized

at Mea.

I

i

Keliy &

Gffoss

fciraaa nam emnlnved

Trnf T.nthrr Ink ha been selected
as the principal of the Blfbee schools
for the coming term.
A big corps of engineers left
... ih,. iA... k to be inn the survey of
an extension Of the Sierra Madre rail
road In Mexico.

SlIKCKimOSi IIATES.

VKTVF-ST.Y-,

AMmQTTEftQtrE CITIZEN.

6TTTT.

2,

100.

c

(Incorporated)

E. R. Giddings Is In the Maricopa
county Jail awaiting trial on the
charge of forgery after the failure of
his attempt to raise a check signed by
a Congress merchant from $29 to
$129.

Miners have been driven out of the
Glorioso mine near Phoenix by the
rapid rise of water In the mine, incident to tho recent rains. Pumps will
be put to work at once unwatering the
mine.

Wholesale

UAIVQVKRQVF. CITIZEN IS:
leading llcpiihllcan dully mid weekly newsimpcr nf the Southwest.
The advocate of Kcpiiblican principles and the "Square Deal."

Hyrk George, arrested a week ago
Eight furnaces are now in operation at the Copper Queen smelter at at Tempe as a fugitive from Justice
Douglas, more than at atiy time since from Arkansas, where he Is wanted
for seduction, will also have to face
last October.
TELE AliIU'QUERQCE CIT1ZF.N HAS:
a charge of arson upon his return to
Hie flneiHt equipped Job department In New Mexico.
A mass meeting of Clifton citizens that state.
The latest n'iorts by Associated lrcs- - and Auxiliary News Service.
recently passed resolutions opposing
Reports frd'm Blsbee say that the
any candiate for county office who
"WE GET THE NEWS FIKST."
was not In favor of closing the sa- Mexican population of that town Is
rapidly leaving for Cananea, where
loons of Graham county.
STATEHOOD FOR NEW MEXICO"
the reopening of the mines furniBhea
We favor the Immediate admission of the territories of New Mexico ana
Doc V. Carter lies in the county employment tor a large number of
kdaonft as separate states In the Union. Republican National Platform.
hospital at Yuma with half of his left them.
hand shot off in an accident caused
Elks of the territory are to meet at
by dropping a Winchester rifle on the
Phoenix during the annual fair and
ground while out prospecting.
discuss plans for representation at the
Business men at Tucson are op- Elks convention In Los Angeles. goSevto
posed to a proposed new ( charter, eral cars of Elks will probably
In an election the national convention and Arizona
voted
be
will
for
which
One of the cleverest and broadest reviews of the Japinese situation this month. The business men say It wants them to make as good showing
as they can.
which has appeared In print recently Is the following editorial from the Wash. will Increase taxes.
Ington Herald:
gathered
Charles Flynn and Dan Seed, two
Several nights ago a mob
A statement of Japan's purposes and motives In the far east Is made by
at Douglas to lynch a negro who had oldtlme prospvetors of Blsbee, have
Mr. Shiuiehlro Salto, a business man of Yokohama, educated in this country, killed a white man, but a few officers returned to their home after a prosand who writes for the Pacific Monthly In Justification of Japan's far eastern with Winchesters and firm demeanors pecting trip on which they covered
more than 1,800 miles. They located
soon stopped the desire for revenge.
Said he:
policy.
the Iveg Peak property In Yavapai
"No one shall gainsay that Japan has a paramount Interest and precounty and say that It is bound to
In an Interview at Tucson Dr.
eminent voice In the destiny of the Chinese empire.
While she can safely
said there were now 2,600 men develop Into a great mine.
allow the British supremacy In the Persian gulf, or permit the gradual Russian absorption of the Mongolian steppes, her very national existence Itself,
into bits and tossed them into the
no less than her commercial Interests, does not permit her to neglect a most
fire.
watchful surveillance In regard to the Chinese empire proper and Manchuria.
"It's goin' to be Isaiah then," mut
DAILY. SHORT STORIES
tered Mr. Brown. "Well, It's all the
The position of Japan, therefore, briefly stated, Is this: 'Heaven helps those
same."
who help themselves.' "
Miss Duncan crossed over to the Ut
In thus seating the problem that concerns Japan, Mr. Salto observes that
It Is no more the policy of conquest than Is our own policy of the Monroe doc.
tie table and began to write. I'll give
you a present." Joked Mr. Brown,
He declares that national safety Is all
niis.
trine as applied to South America.
grinning feebly. "I'll come to see you
that Japan seeks, and would have us Infer that her vast military expenditure
some time."
Hy Stuart II. (Stone,
and her constantly Increasing navy are for the purpose of preventing any pos. ,
He emMiss Duncan finished writing ar.3
alble exploitation of China and Manchuria by any outside nation.
For three years he had attended
phatically denies that Japan has any policy of aggression.
handed the message to Ephralm
upon
faithfully
Duncan.
Eleanor
We think this statement of Mr. Salto is fairly indicative of Japanese popBrown. "Will you have it forwardIt shows. Every Sunday afternoon they had ed as you go home?" she asked.
ular opinion and the purpose of Japanese governmental ambition.
He read:
In a measure, the vast strides that Japan has made as a power within the tneir little walk together; every Sunpast few years and indicates her ambition to stand on equality with the great day evening he was at her side at
"I announce my engagement
to
Anglo-Saxo- n
nations of the world, which as yet. we believe, neither England church, and he called regularly dur- Ephralm Brown. Congratulate me."
aor America is quite ready to accede. The question will naturally arise: "By ing the week. But their talk was
"Well, I'll swan."
declared Mr.
Brown; and he proceeded to endorse
what right does Japan arrogate to herself the lordship of possession of China ever ofone subject or rather two
and Manchuria?" These countries owe whatever progress they hav made the goodly qualities of Miss Eleanor's and ratify the message, by word and
within the last fifty years to the same causes that made tor Japan's progress ancient and absent admirers. Phile- by kisses.
It Is to the west still mon Wllkins and Isiah Sands, neithe commercial Invasion of the western nations.
But that night Miss. Eleanor Dunprayed
..that China and Manchuria must look for aid in their efforts at acquiring ther of whom Mr. Brown had ever can, spinster and bride-to-bmodern civilization, with its advantages religious, 'commercial and industrial. seen.
ferventlK far forgiveness for a very
i
It Japan seriously, thinks that she can, without the consent of the western
But It was as a listener and an echo great sin Che sin of hurrying her
nations, establish a sort of protectorate over Korea, China and Manckurla; that Ephrlam
Brown pleased the timid, slothful lover with the shadow
can rule this territory which she has preempted by right only of proximity; lady of delicious memeries.
Miss and false pictures and messages of
that her trade is to be preferred, and her suggestions as to government and Duncan dwelt on the gentleness of rivals who had never been.
policy heeded first then we think she Is doomed to disappointment.
Philemon Wilklns and Mr. Brown
if Mr. Saito's statement means anything, it means that Japan is, perhaps, won, favor by adding to the eulogy.
prepared to right rather than have any outside Interference in what she deems Miss Duncan murmured quaint, dear AnGORA GOAT BREEDERS
evidently her manifest destiny in the far east. This attitude puts her at once things of the lion-lik- e
bravery of
in the position of a man with a chip on his shoulder, and she may be quite Islah Sands and Mr. Brown called
ore that the first time she attempts seriously to Interfere as to the trade the gently man a second Leonidus.
10 MEET Si
8
policy In China or Manchuria of any stronger nation, there will be no hesi- Then the lady would sigh and become
tancy In knocking the chip off.
very tender to Mr. Brown, who convTo any one who knows the conditions of the people of Japan; the enorhimself with this kind of ten- Second Session Will Be Held In Albn.
mous difficulties she is facing in establishing Industrial enterprises, in her tented
derness as best he could
querque During Irrigation
agriculture, and in extending her commerce; who knows of the financial desquare pink
a servant brought in a lady
Congress.
pression that is one of the gravest of her governmental problems, It would envelope,
opened
which the
tern evident that her duties lie nearer home, and that the burden is heavy with an apology to Mr. Brown. As
upon her to establish peace, tranquillity and prosperity within her empire be- she
Silver City, N. M., Sept. 2. Tho
read the letter her pale cheeks
fore attempting the herculean task in China which other nations, stronger became
very rosy and she giggled regular annual meeting of the Anand wiser than she Is, have attempted vainly to solve.
and sputtered In hysterical triumph. gora Goat Breeders' association, of
"Five years ago," she murmured, New Mexico, will be held at the office
soft mysteriously, with a glance at' of its secretary, M. L. Uugbee, at 2
p. m., Tuesday, September 8. It is
Mr. Brown.
from Philemon." ventured Mr. proposed by the executive board to
"It's
The Torrance County Leader, published In Estancla, and devoted to the Brown. "He's been gone Just that adjourn this meeting, to be reconof the Estancla valley, which owes its development to the build- long."
vened at Albuquerque some time during of the Santa Fe Central railroad, Is strongly advocating the election of W.
Eleanor Duncan nodded.
ing the session of the National IrrigaH. Andrews, and the indications are that the people of Torrance county
summer
house
that
In
was
the
"It
tion congress and the Territorial fair.
The Leader says:
sanction Us policy.
you told him good bye." supplemented All members of the association and
"The Republicans of our county should get together and unite for the Mr. Brown, warming to his theme.
others interested in the industry are
We have repeatedly placed before our voters,
lection of Delegate Andrews.
"No no, Ephralm. corrected Miss
requested to attend these
Republicans and Democrats alike, many beneficial acts which Delegate An- Duncan. "That was Isaiah. I bade urgently
meetings.
notice will be given
drew has secured by industry, diplomacy and friendship of leading senators farewell to Philemon at the cross- In the local Due
papers of the meeting tp
and representatives, by the speaker of the House of Representatives and in- roads."
be held at Albuquerque.
fluential Republicans of the territory.
"Dear me," said Mr. Brown. "1
Members of the association are re
"In politics we must Judge by experience. This has shown us that Dele, do mix them up. What does Phile- quested
to send a few representative
sate Andrews Is the right man In the right place and should be returned to mon say?"
goats from their flocks to the fair.
Congress to work for our good and to obtain statehood for our territory. We
chirped
last,"
proposed
at
"He's
"fully believe under the circumstances if he should be elected and the Repub- Miss Duncan. "The dear, good fel- All those who are able to do bo
should notify the secretary early, that
licans carry this territory, the enabling act for statehood will be passed and low."
he may make arrangements for the
within a year we will enter the sisterhood of states and paddle our own canoe.
Mr. Brown continued to look Into shipping of them from
Silver City. It
will bring us many other benefits. The present the fire, brooding over the fatal dear- In addition, his
is hoped that there will be, from
bill for an enabling act now pending and Introduced by him, contains a great ness of Philemon, and five minutes among
the several goat men, sufficient
many generous and valuable provisions.
For Instance, there is an appropria- went by. Then the servant entered
stoek furnished to make a carload
tion of flee million dollars for public schools In addition to what our territory again and delivered a telegram.
shipment.
who cannot accomMore appropriations for our public buildings are made
has already received.
"It's from Isaiah." said Miss Dun- pany their Those
shipments may put them
and the territory. If admitted to statehood, will fare much better than has any can. "Another
proposal what do
in
the hands of the secretary, who
other territory since the creation of the Union.
you think of that?"
will care for them without extra
"Our citizens, especially, regardless of polities, should work and vote for
As the lady pondered. Mr. Brown
Mr. Andrews.
He can Justly be called the creator and promoter of the Santa stepped over to the mantel and took charge.
Fe Central railroad, of the county of Torrance and the county seat of Estan- therefrom his own quaint, battered
cla,
These great services should be remembered by our citizens, and Demo, tintype, and placed It In his pocket.
Rent Treatment for a Burn.
crats should remember that Larraxolo's election would not be of any conseyou going to do
If for no other reason. Chamberare
"Why
what
quence whatever, but would give the people of the territory a black eye, and with that picture. Ephralm?" asked lain's Salve should be kept in every
prospects, Eleanor Duncan.
that by voting for Larrazolo would certainly hurt their own be
household on account of its great
those of the territory at large, for the advancement, increase In population
some day there'll be a Mrs. value ln the treatment of burns. It
"Oh.
A word to the wise ought to tie sufficient and Ephralm Brown," Bald the man. "and k flays the aln almost Instantly, and
and capital and statehood.
tion of live million dollars f.ir public schools in addition to what our. territory she wouldn't l.ke my picture settin' unless the Inlurv Is a severe one. heal.
the parts without leaving a scar. This
it i on rnl in your apartn ents.
a remarkable f imWarty with America by
Tse London Telegraph
right I tuppose,' " agreed salve Is also unequaled for chapped
"That's
Our local Miss" Duncan, hesitatingly.
locating the source of the Mississippi In the Gulf of Mexico.
hands, sore nipples and diseases rf
scientists should investigate at once.
the skin. Price, 25 cents. For sale by
"Philemon wouldn't like It
how, I guess." ventured Mr.
all druggists.
"There are mmy fields of activity open to the negro In the south," as- after a moment.
Flee:ng from blood hound and mobs among otheri
serts the Houston Post.
Prserlbe for The Evening ClUsen
"I won't have Philemon " declared
no doubt.
the l.uly. and she tore tbe pink paper, and .let the news
It ap- The women of Turkey are beginning to stop wearing the ve.l.
pears that tbe more "civilized" the woman. Die less she wears.
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V. DEBS1

Der Socialism Chamhion of der nowntmtten Is still Saflng der Country, Rut So Far lcr Country Ham Gofe
Him Xo Hero Metal Already.

e,

Pit MR

effte People Want Dndrevos

"WE LISTENED INTENSELY UND WASS CARRIED AVAY BY HISS ELOQUACITY, BUT NEFER OUID
OF SIGHT OF DOT PREWERY."
CATTLE
WITH

both

fool-k.ll-

miles to get married.
A Pennsylvania couple walked twenty-eigh- t
whole lot of people travel farther than thai to get a divorce.

9
ECONOMY

A

"Has the snake any real friends?" anxiously Inquires the Baltimore Sun.
Depends on the snake.
least

--

the only issue b' fore the people

ln this

Kvery Republican newspaper In New Mexico Is supporting Andrews and

Statehood.

Hun So Far This Seaaon Was
Iteoonlexl IjBHt Week and Demand Holds Good.
Kansas City, Sept. 2. Cattle receipts here last week were 73.000
head, Including 11.000 calves, the
largest run so far this season. A bet.
ter demand developed right at the
start of the week, and It held good all
week, so that there was only a slight
loss on any grade, grass killing steers
'trad cows closing a shade under the
olose of previous week. In spite of
heavy calf receipts this month prices
are advancing, $6.78 paid for choice
veals today. Colorado, the Panhandle

LUMBER

-

SUPERIOR

UNO

LUMBER

Mill

COMPANY

time.
m xt season";

Size

not price.

FIRST STREET,

la

Saulh of Viaduct.

-

ALBUQUE'OUE,

t.

M,

e

and New Mexico are shipping more
more freely each week, although offerings from Colorado are small today. Total run today la 23.000 head.
Including 2,000 calves, market steady
to strong on steers, weak on cows.
Panhandle and New Mexico cows
bring $2.80 to $3.40, Colorado cows
killing steers
$3.25 to $3.76, range
$.40 to $4.25, stock steers $3.25 to
$4.25, feeders $3.76 to $4.75. calves
$4.00 to $6.75. Favorable crop weather continues and while there is the
usual talk about high price of corn
restricting feeding operations, trade In
this class last week was heaviest of
the season, nearly 600 car leads going to country buyers.
Sheep and lambs continue to move
freely last week on the reduce. basis
established first of the week, except
that a rood demand f." m the country
advanced prices On thln stuff slightly
a
during the week and furnished

spur to keep killers to line. Run is
9,000 here today, market about steady;

top lambs $6, highest ln two weeks.
There Is a break of 25 cents per cwU
on lambs In Chicago today and per
slstent rumors are abroad that top
lambs will be selling at $6.50 Inside
of a week or two. Fancy yearlings ar
worth $4.50, best wethers and ewes
at $4.25, but bulk of the western
western sheep and yearlings are moT
ing at $4.00 to $4.20. Country buyers
are paying $4.00 to $4.50 for feeding
lambs. $3.50 to $4.10 for feeding
wethers and yearlings and up to $4.21
for breeding ewes. August receipts
here amount to 98,000 head, an Increase of 12 per cent over same month,
last year.

1

SILVER CITY

Will

HAVE
j
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HT

BEST TREATMENT ' Sliver
Sept.
Murray, of the Silver City National
and II. II. Betts, city clerk, have
FOR CATARRH bank,
been putting
much time during th

i

City, N. M.,

2.

W. D.

ln

The entire inner portion of our bodies is covered with a soft, delicatt
lining called mucous membrane; this is kept in healthy condition by the
nourishment and vital vigor it receives from the blood. So long as the
circulation Temains pure this membrane will be healthy, but when the blood
becomes infected with catarrhal impurities and poisons this inner lining ol
the Ixxiy becomes irritated and diseased, and tlie unpleasant and serious
symptoms of Catarrh commence.
There is a tight, stuffy feeling in the
nose, watery eyes, buzzing noises in the ears, often slight deafness, difficult
breathing, etc. The disease cannot be reached by exh t nal treatment, though
such measures afford temporary relief in some instances. S. S. S. cures
Catarrh by cleansing the bloixf of all impurities and poisons. Tlien as rich,
pure blood circulates through the body, the inlhmr d, irritated membranes
heal, the (lis haige ceases, headaches are relieved anil ivery symptom disappears. Catarrh, heing a disease in which the entire blood circulation
affected, c;rt only
by a remedy that got'S to the very bottom
removes every particle of the impurity fraiu the blood, and this is just w .;l
S S. S. does.
liook on Catarrh and any medical advice free to all who
"te- TEE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA,
d

Vote for Andrews and statehood now; you can vote for Larrazolo any
' Women's hats are to be smaller

IN

It makes no difference to us' whether tour bill of material be for a chicken coop or the largest building in
the country, we are prepared to furnih the same at
lowest prices.
Our 'umler is well seasoned, which
makes it worth 15 per cent njore to the building than
the lumber you have teen buy;ng Try us.

There are n ne different definitions to the word affinity and last but nol
Is the w ord trouble.
Andrews ami statehood

O

ADVANCING

PRICES

Iarget

s

Two prominent southern merchants recently f muht a duel and
does a complete J'b.
Some times the
were killed.

RECEIPTS HEAVY

l

past few days working up the exhibit
to be sent to the Irrigation congress
and Industrial fair to be held In AlThey have been quits
buquerque.
successful, the people responding to
their appeals generously. They still
lack the means to make Just such aa
exhibit as old Grant county should
have, and all who can should contribute as liberally aa possible.
Several letters, have been received
from various parts of the county and
all are very encouraging and Indicate
that the stockmen and farmers are
awake to the importance of having
f.rst clais display at the great
The chances are the miners, the farmers anxl the stockmen
will do their share towards making
the exhibit a creditable one.
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LEPERS
Early Will Have to Remain Attendance This Year Was
Larger and Course of Study
In District of
Brought Better Results.
Columbia.

I

'fv

SO

I

Portales, N. M., Sept. 2. (Special)
At'1-.v ti'.
I ,
, ..
t iff'
institute
The Roosevelt county
v
opened here Monday, August 17, in
t V " xJ
the old school build. ng, with M. H.
Brasher of Roswell as conductor, W,
in
II. Russell of Upton, J. II. Fortner of
Texico and J. F. Chambers of Macy
person of Alfred 3. O'Qorman, for- as Instructors. 'This Institute Is be
iM.V'
merly a privute ln Company O. First yond question the largest ever held in
Infantry, of the regular army, and alregiment New Mexico, the total enrollment be'
io a member of a volunteer
during the Spanish war. Private lng 146, against 77 of last year. While
O'Oorman was an Inmate of the Vo- our teaching force has greatly In
lunteer Soldiers' Home at Milwaukee creased, the educational and profes
when it was discovered that he was
sional standard of our teachers this
afflicted with the disease.
year
The army also has control of an- year Is far superior to any other
at Fort since the organization of the county,
other leper who Is locateduyoee,
on ana tne coming sotiooi yer wiu u
Bcrlven, on the Island or
In 0ne of the most beneficial to the
the port of Savannah, Georgia. two
pupils of our county of any section
this case leprosy was discovered
or three years ago on the part of a 0f the southwest.
Roosevelt county's educational work
oldier stationed at Fort Bcrlven, who
was at once Isolated, and has ever is no longer the crude experiment of
Blnce been cared tor on the island. pioneer days. The strong, vigorous
No unfavorable report has come from and intelligent work of experienced
having him there, and none la feared. teacher acquainted with the condiInquiry being bade In respect to tions, is capable of creating and mainthe disposition of Early, the officials taining an educational standard equal
that the to that of any in whatever state you
of the district were informedmeans
for wish to choose as a standard. Mr.
war department has no
caring for lepers. In view of the ex- Brasher, the conductor, has organized
perience of the war department In the institute along practical lines, and
caring for Private O'Gorman the be- the concensus of opinion among the
lief Is general among the high officials teachers ia that the work accomplished and the benefits derived from
that Early will have to remain ofln the
the the work excels that of any other inDistrict of Columbia because
any
railroad
Impossibility of having
stitute they have ever attended, while
or Bteamship company accept him as the method pursued In the matter of
discipline Ls reasonable, fair and apa passenger.
Early probably will get a pension plied impartially.
All feel that the
disability,
from the government for
la being conducted with the
Institute
support
making it of the most
and will thus be able to at least his
ln one ideato ofeach and all
MRS. W. S. G. WILLIAMS, FROM A N OIL PAINTING.
family in North Carolina,
in preparing
benefit
part. He may also get an allowance for exumlnatlton and ln beter fitting
She can be seen generally at the
Baltimore, Sept. 2. Mrs. W. 8. G. formerly Miss Uelle De Ford.
Is Monday germans and at the various
which may be increased to
as
she
Williams,
"Willie"
Mrs.
them for their work during the comE.
with
Chas.
Wllllama, who was
month.
her friends, takes front events at the Elkrldge kennels and
ing year.
and knownas toone
of Baltimore's greatest other country clubs. She is also
None of the teachers will write for Roberts, the Baltimore financier
rank
grade; all will write for a first society man, when he was ptobably beauties, and she ls Identified with widely known as an attractive woman
a
third
SPORTSMEN SHOULD
or second grade certificate, and fully fatally shot on the famous Atlantic the smartest set in fashionable so- - to the society of New York, Boston,
Philadelphia and other cities.
d
will write for a first grade. City boardwalk the other night, was j ciety,
A number of our teachers hold life
P0S1 THIS liP and'
normal school certificates from
N
other states, and are entitled under becoming acquainted with the citizens proceeds to be used for the erection
five-yeof the beautiful town of Portales, and of a school building ln the district
. the laws of New Mexico to a
containing said section. And we furSew Mexico Game Iavs Oihmi Sea-- certificate. The number of five-yehave enjoyed their hospitality;
certificates held ln Roosevelt county
sons for Game aiul I'lsli.
resolved, that we ther recommend that a copy of these
be
Therefore,
it
exceeds that of any other county .n express our thanks to the teachers resolutions be sent to Delegate W. H.
J. B.
Came and fishlaws of the territory the territory, and we firmly believe and citizens of Portales for the hos- Andrews and Superintendent
Clark of the territory of New Mexico.
of New Mexico, as amended by the that our county will Increase Its lead pitality shown us.
W. C. Tharp, G. W. Wheeler, John
97n T.etrixintivn Assembly and in with each passing year. This county
Be it further resolved, that the
force from and after March 21st 1907 is forging to the front, and its lead ln-ln- thanks of this body of teachers be ex- F. Taylor, committee.
Superintendent James E. Clark viseducational matters ls but a fair
Open Season for Game,
pressed to our able conductor and inDeer with horns wun gun .onjy, oex or. what l Deing aone along oinsr structors who have done all in their ited the institute August 26 and 27
and made a short talk. The teachers
October lath to NoventDer ium m lines.
for the educational welfare of consider him a strong school man and
J. A. Fairly, county superintendent power
each year. Limit,, one aeer. penalhis talk was well received.
of schools, has conscientiously worked this Institute.
ty, $100 fine and 60 days imprisonBe it resolved, that we extend our
sheep and for the betterment of the school conAbout eighty took the examination
ment. Elk, mountain
Fairly
A.
Superintendent
J.
to
thanka
for first and second grade certificates.
beaver. Ptarmigan; killing, capturing, ditions in the county, and has suc- for
to
this
make
untiring
efforts
his
.
All agreed that the examinations this
ceeded in placing our schools nearer
or Injuring prohibited at all times.
a success.
year were harder than any ever held RlCtl NeW YOrkerS NOW PrO
Penalty 1500 fine and 90 days Im- to what all who are Interested In normal
be
our
thanks
resolved
that
Be
it
before in this territory, while In
school work are striving for, a school
prisonment.
pose to Go Mile a Minute
bob white, system that will accomplish the best expressed to Rev. Dunlap, for his length they were, as some of the
pheasant,
Antelope,
talks.
instructive
and
pleasant
visits
remarked, longer than the
teachers
Quail, wild pigeons; protected until results undor conditions as they now
on Water.
Whereas, the legislature of New moral law.
March IB, 1910. Penalty, $100 fine and will exUt. The success of our
Mexico lias seon fit to fix maximum
Institute is an evidence of Mr. Fairly'
and 60 days Imprisonment.
to be paid to. the dif
Turtle dove with gun only, July interest In the work and of his efforts scale of wagesteachers,
be it resolved
New York. Sept. 2. New York
r.
15th to May 1st of each year. Pen- to place his county in the forefront ferent grade
autolsts, not content with a speed
Mrs. S. F. Culberson, that it ls the sense of this association August 28th. 1908.
alty, $100 fine and 60 days Imprison- educationally.
be fixed.
ment.
our next county superintendent, has that a minimum scale also
Notice is hereby given that Leon- - record of tw'o.mlles a minute on land
Be "it resolved, that we commend
grouse. been in attendance during most of the
mountain
Wild turkey,
Skinner, of San Pe.lro. N. M., has are now out Ior one of a mile a min- ard
courtesy
manifest
prairie Niiiken with gun only; Oc- time. Mrs. Culberson has always the professional
flled notice of his intention to make uta on water. In this ambition Is
county
and
tober, November and December of taken great Interest In educational among the teachers of this
five year proof in support of his f()Unj the very latest millionaire fad
in final
Entry No. fur expensive speed for while it is
eacn year. Penalty, $100 fine and matters and the teachers are to be recommend that It be encouraged we
claim, viz: Homestead
end
0959 made Aug. 13. 1908, for the true tnat tne
6u days Imprisonment.
congratulated on having for their next every legal way, and to this
eed attainable on
Quail native or crested with gun county superintendent one as expert favor school contracts that will equal- Lots 1 and 2, NV4 SV4 NEtt. and NV4
is more than twice that which
ly protect both teacher and trustee.
SV4 SV4 NEIi.'
only; October, November. December enced m hool work.
nUs Deen accomplished on water. New
Inasmuch as the national governand January or eacn yein. renaujr,
Section 24, Township ll N., Range Yorkers are liable to take to the lat- Prof. M. Z. Spa.hr will be superin
apart
sections
to
set
seen
fit
ment
Imprisonment.
has
days
sixty
5
proof
will
fine
be
E.,
$100
and
and that said
u,r 00tn because It Is more costly
tendent of schools at Portales; Prof. 16 and 36 of our public domain for
Song and insectivorous birds; kll-l!made before A. E. Walker, at Albu- - anJ on acCount of the greater chance
V. G. Russell will be principal; Prof.
or injuring prohibited. Penalty, J. F. Taylor superintendent at Clovis, the establishment of a permanent querque, N. M., on October 16th, of maklng a name as aquatio speed
$50 tine and 30 days Imprisonment.
Prof. A. W. Glasgow principal at Eli-d- a, school fund for the territory of New 1908.
Lines. The recent races between Am- Oih-i- i
KfUHon for Firth
He names the following witnesses crlcan anj English motor boats, In
W. R. Morgan principal it Mexico;
Prof.
Therefore, be it resolved, that we to prove his continuous residence up which the former achieved another
Mountain trout (all species) with Texico, Prof. A. L. Lacy principal at
May 15th Melro"e artd' A." K. Cross principal at are unalterably opposed to the granton. and cultivation of the land, vis:
a rod. hook and line only;year.
victory over Great Britain with a
ing of our public school lands to any
I
to October 15th of each
Juan Gutlerres, of San Pedro, N. world's record for a 42 boat of more
hlzeTaiban
w
:x
And,
eigni
town.
or
Inches,
Individual,
district
M;
Francisco Montez, of San Pedro, than 35 miles jn , hour, has given
limit, not less than
The old school building ln Portales
limit, 15 pounds per day. Penalty, was sold for $500, and work will be further, we greatly deplore the recent N. M.; Juan G. Samora, of San Pedro, added Impetus to motor boat racing
Imprisonment.
county
attempt
to
secure
60
days
ln
the N. M.; Jose M. Skinner, of Albuquer- here. Already more than 10.000 per,
this
$50 tine and
pushed on the new high school buildBass (larse and small mouth spec- ing, and it ls expected that it will enactment of a law by Congress au- que. N. M.
sons came to their offices in Manhaties) with a rod, hook and line only; be completed In time to begin school thorizing the sale of the most valuaMANUEL R. OTERO.
tan dally In motor boats which can
each
of
15th
Register.
May 15th t3 October
ble school section ln the county, the
by tho first Monday in October.
make more than 22 miles an hour,per
pounds
25
Weight
year.
limit.
organized a
ln this fact may be found a reaana
have
The
teachers
60
days
day. Penalty. $50 tine and
non for America's recent triumphs
purpose of
the
Study
club
for
Child
sell,
or
to
Unlawful
Imprisonment.
over England in this class of sport In
studying child nature and improveexpose or offer for sale, or for any ment in method
keening with the victories over Sir
Instruction.
of
company
express
common carrier,
Thomas Llpton In his contest for
sentiment
is
considerable
There
thereof,
receive
to
agent or employe
America's cup. While everything In
among the teachers in favor of holdtransport
or
possession
or t h.ive in
year,
this country, so far as motor boats
next
Clovis
ing
at
institute
the
animals,
game
birds
for ni'iket any
are concerned, has to do with speed
bo of
will
change
believing
a
that
by
Uw
this
ln
or rlsh . protected
' tho tendency In Europe, according to
actlu;:r
extending
in
to
them
benefit
Penalty $100
Henry C. Rowland, himself a pioneer
and In giving them a bet- The use of dynamite, dru'js, or per quaintance
motor boatift. who Is contributing to
educounty
knowledge
and
of
the
any
diist
of
pass
jter
into
to
xnltt.ng saw
Annleton's magazine an account of
I'UllOIIUl
CUIIUlllUIIS.
the public waters of this territory
of the longest voyages of this sort
one
ten
exceed
to
not
been
There
have
fela
hii h are game food fish Is
In
ever undertaken, is toward a slower
during
cases
the
of
first
tardiness
ony.
cruising boat. Dr. Rowland, whose
dering the
Tresim-wlns"n posted private prop. week of the Institute. Cons
voyage of over 4,000 miles extended
comin
Invite
numbers
attendancewe
fine
erty prohib.ted. Penalty, $100
entirely across Europe, attributes
New
parison
of
with
all
Institutes
and 60 das Imprisonment.
America's SDeed supremacy to her
they
Mexico
if
Texas,
others
and
and
W. K GKIFFIN". Warden.
lack of long Inland courses suitable
show
record.
a
better
ran
F. A. r.Y, Deputy.
to motor boat cruising. While It may
John F. Taylor of Clovis was electbo true that America may not have
ed president of the Roosevelt County
the beauties of the Rhine, the Rhone
association fur
UNITED STATES CATTLE L,.4
and the Danube, which the Appleton
educator
Mr. Taylor is an
describe, it seems safe to pre.
articles
practical
personality
and
pleasing
of
New York's millionaires now
diet
that
'ghg
methods,
in
and
fcotl h
SUPPLY IS SHORT In his views and
with
the water speed fever will
seized
electing him the teachers have taken
building motor boats cap
snortly
be
sucInsuring
the
a long step towards
ablo of making s.xty miles an hour.
An authority makes the following cess of our association meetings durSuch toys, however, will be the toys
ing the coming year. The teachers
rath.-- r Martllng stateflrent regarding
01 the wealthy few, since It is figured
met Monday, August 21, at the M. E.
the attl supply:
that for a boat of this sort the cost
Taking the country over the short- church to organize a Teachers'
would be $5 000 a mile, making It the
leagne. The meeting was
age of market cattle at the principal
most expensive ppeel medium In the
western markets amounts to 600,000 opened by Mrs. S. L. Culberson by a
world
E. L.
head thus far In th.- year. Fort Worth short prayer, after which Prof.
Morgan
W.
Tcxleo,
of
It.
Counting
Brewer
of
alone .shows an Increase.
Are you looking for somethlngT Re
Charles
mature cattle only, the supply at this Texico, J. F. Taylor of Clovis,
member the want columns of The
gave
693,-00- 0
Llndsey
short
Judge
1
and
ls
Scott
to
date
market frutn Jan.
Kvenlnr Citizen are for your especial
more than for the corresponding addresses.
benefit. It talks to the people and
teacher
the
adjournment
Before
period In 1907; or, taking calves with
they talk to you.
cattle, the increase is 30,000 head. adopted the following resolutions:
to
beg
leave
committee,
your
We,
Thus It will be seen that the market
Woman lovs a clear, roy com1
nearest the origin of the supply I submit the following report: Rooseplexlon,
Burdock Blood Bitters prl
of
we,
teacher
the
Whereas
holding Its own.
clears the skin, re
blood,
the
fits
assembled,
county,
in
institute
Chicago, the more distant western velt
health.
ruddy,
stores
sound
meeting
and
have had the pleasure of
market U ISO, 000 head short.
Washington. Sept.
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Inquiry as to

the facilities of the war department
for taking care of the leper, John R.
Early, formerly a United State
who is now isolated In this city,
lias developed the fact that a leper
la being cared for In the Volunteer
Soldiers' Home at Milwaukee in ine

.

Vr'B

After you have finished the day's
work, eaten dinner, and settled
yourself for a pleasant evening at
home you will need to make the
evening's pleasure complete with a
copy of

sol-dle-

..

I

lljt

ymJ

E vening

Citizen
Albuquerque's

leading'home
newspaper the paper that prints
all the news of the day immediately after it occurs. Do not
wait for tomorrow morning's paper to get today's news, but read
the news tonight, while it's fresh.
The evening paper covers the
field accurately but briefly while
it is still news. The morning paper simply elaborates.

IfB

To keep posted up to the minute
read the EVENING CITIZEN. The
Citizen is printed at 5 o'clock and
delivered to your home by the
time you are ready for it, for 60
cents a month. If you do not read
The Citizen you are not getting
all that is coming to you - - - - -

one-thir-
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Now Is the Time to Subscribe
DO IT NOW
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AN ENDORSED CHECK
1

GIVES NO GROUND

FOR DISPUTE

The endorsement upon the back of each check Is evidence that
the party received payment.
This endorsement makes each check an indisputable receipt for
the amount paid. No need to pay any bill the second time.
Pay by check it's the safe way.
We of fer exceptional advantages for checking accounts, both
large and small. '

,

THE BANK OF COMMERCE
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

HAVE YOU A

ROOM TO RENT?
OR A MOUSE?

I

Do you know that people arc. almost fighting
for quarters right here in Albuquerque, and now?
An ad like this

FOR RENT Large, well furnished,
well ventilated front room, mod era
and sanitary. OO Blake St.

placed in The Albuquerque Citizen will secure

you a tenant at the small cost of
3

times for

35cM

or 6 times for 50c,

Anti-Salo-

-

Don't use harsh physics. The reaction weakens the bowels, leads to
constipation.
Get Doan's
chronls
Regulels. They operate easily, tone
the stomach, cure constipation.
Should yon fall to receive The
Evening Cttlsen, call vp the
Postal Telegraph Co., telephone
No. It. and your paper will be
delivered by special messenger.

WOODMEN OF THE WORLD.
Meet Every Friday Ersnlus
At S Sharp.
FOREST IN ELKS THEATER.
w
Id. F.
B. W. Moore, C. C
D. B. Phillips. Clerk.
41 West Lead Ave.
VISITING SOVK flEIQNS WEL- -

4

COMB.

MALOY'S

OF DIRECTOIRE
Will Ho
Soon

r

STYLE

IHE MODIFIED

tlspliiM
by Pari
SjmvImII)

GOWN

In Albuquerque
En.xhion and

0"lny.

.
The newrst creation In the way of a
mod.fiej dirwtoire gown arrived in
KATIVE WATKJtMr.I.ONS IHclb
the city yesterday and will goon be on
dl.s),y lt the window of the Purls
NAT1VK PEACHICS 3 I.BS 25c
Fashion Specialty company, B. Sicgcl
&c
& Son, proprietors.
NATIVK TEAKS, IJ1
Owing ' "la tn
of the firm's quarters on
NATIVE SWEET POTATOES
South Second street, the display will
have to be postponed until such time
MIS
25c
..!
as they can bo artistically shown,
b incuuife of a few
which
I days,
lb1', nr
rreatlon nromlsts Itf
!inn.. ,f lint most ooDU.ar of the vari
ous mod ficatiuns of the new sheath
gown and a great nis is i"""-"- Various colors of oroaocioin win be
lu.-.in their manufacture and thri
coat resemble to a great degree me
costumes worn In the sevenieeniu
century. The costume la quite manw iy
PHONE 72
nish and the orlgnal slit partrepreup the side of thu garment is
sented by a fold which is trimmed on
either side with large cloth covered
buttons of the same material as me
garment. The effect is quite striking
and accompanied by the coat, which
is cut much on the order of the full
dress coat worn by the gentlemen of
tndav. the whole effect Is quite nobjy.
The sleeves are cuffed with lace and
a lace collar accompanies the outfit,
making the costume much like those
worn in the early centuries.
In addition to the garment the firm
al.-ireceived an opera coat which
has
I
and 2 la known as the Merry Widow opera
AU6UST 31, SEPTEMBER
gown, a loose fitting garment of lig,it
material and very nobby design. A
THE FLEET AT FRISCO
display will be made In the window
of the firm as soon as the repairing
on the Interior is completed and the
6ET ME A STEP UDDER
people of this city will b treated to
'TWIXT LOVE AND DUTY
a view of another new departure In
the wearing apparel of milady for this
NEW SONGS
fall.
KATIVK

GR.rr.S

S

MIS

25c

-

MALOY'S
Amusements

ATTENTION

Paris Fashion

fofte

3

New

HUNTERS!

Original
Paris
Model
of 1908

lt

We arc just in receipt of a Carload of Ammunition, and
are now prepared to fill your orders for

Shot Gun Shells
Loaded with Black or Smokeless Powder,
Drop or Chilled Shot!

i

SEE OUR ASSORTMENT AND GET OUR PRICES

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.
worn jmom mo9K momv
The new Directoire
Suit in Blue, Black, the treatment of disease, should be
Green and Wine Color furnished the Dress."

Cooo

I

i

Will be displayed in
our show win low in
the coursi of a week.

Grvstal Theater

Anywhere in

10c the House

TERRITORIAL

Paris Fashion
Specialty

Go,

MEDICAL
213 So.

SECOND

ST.

SOCIETY HOLDS

amomomomcmomcmcmnmcmomcmcM

Identified with its work. This accom
themselves for examination and see- plished the rest will be easy.
The greatest drawback to the maing to it that there is no encroachment upon the rights of legitimate terial advancement of the physician is
4
NORTH SECOND OT.
medicine. They should receive an al- the physician himself. There are many
lowance for their work sufficient to men too many even ln the ranks
Phone 471.
in of organized medicine, who are too
cover actual expenses Incurred
(Continued From Page One.)
their work and In attending meetings. zealous of their own interests. They
Moving Pictures J
to heights of fancied greatness
The board of health should have rise
of a number of most important subon the prostrate bodies of their abuspubaonps.
charge
control
of
the
and
ann
entire
i
umaifln
exjects relating to medical laws and
practitioner. Once a subo
bearing ed felloworganization
Is achieved
amining boards as well as to medical lic health and all questions
In
stantial
Chmnga frarr Might
represen.
a
be
should
There
thereon.
education in general was entered into.
the territory' we may rest assured that
county
in
each
this
of
board
tatlve
a
information
Some most interesting
effort will succeed In elevat
his ingunited
was disclosed, such as tbs. fact that paid a salary sufficient to warrant
the standard of practice and be to
salary
to
This
attending
his
work.
WATER
SPRITE
own material gain to say nothing
the United States is supporting 48 per
sixty our
cent of the medical institutions
of need not be large say fifty or
of the benefit to the public.
paid
be
should
month
a
dollars
and
learning of the world, or one hundred
UTTLs- - DETECTIVE
The quack la ever with us. Go
rapidly growing
tnedical colleges, thirty-nin- by the county. The
and sixty-on- e
where you wTllou will find him. New
creating
territory
population
the
of
is
of which are below the standard,
fortunately, is reasonably free
ROBIN HOOD
that the local health offi- Mexico,
Another fact is disclosed In the infor- problems expected
of this class of undesirable citizens.
to
under
solve
and
cers
are
mation that medical education In the
There are a few of them in the terriUnited States, as compared with Eu our present system power of the local tory, but not nearly so many as there
doubtful
Is
and
limited
officer
health
ropean schools, is deficient both in
A good might be. It appears to me that the
NEW SONGS
preliminary requirements and in the even In Its limited state.
lies in
for an remedy against "quackery"
"cussing"
usually
Is
the
reward
length of the medical courses. The
education of. the public to a true unduty
perform
attempt
to
conscientious
i. G. Gould, Tenor.
report goes on to say: "In this counderstanding of the business and duties
try of great wealth and great pop- in this respect, and the lack of funds of ethical medicine for this done the
MATINEE SAT. AND SUNDAY.
a
accomplish
Is
results
to
which
witu
ulation, and of high average Intelliquack disappears for want of material
gence, we can no longer be satisfied great drawback. It makes it almost
way upon which to work. This subject Is
anything
to
do
in
the
impossible
with our present standards of medical
sanitary conditions and a "big" one, too large for me at this
education, which are much below of bettering
necessary
requirements drag be- time when moments are precious and
other
those of Germany, France and Engit but mention It
as
well.
There Is little Incen- I fear to enter into
hind
land; nor should we be satisfied with
we forget."
passing
in
'Lest
enforcing
actively
health
the
to
H ROLLER SKATING RINK
any except the highest and best. The tive
ltecent years and the events there
from
great advance in the sciences in re- law and seldom any Aassistance
in have brought the realization of a
county
paid
large.
public
at
cent years has created the necessity the
I refer
new duty to the physician.
and powers to
for a much broader and more thor- health officer with duties
of educating the public In the
thnt
acby
could
specifically
law
denned
ough education, both preliminary and
were the great problems of state medicine and
medical, for the physician equipped to complish much, particularly
preservation of the public health
ways
to
the
Indicate
law
and means the
practice modern medicine,"
by the prevention of disease rather
spreading
of
providing
funds.
The
The consensus of opinion, as ex- of
stopped, than Its cure. The American Medical
pressed in the address of the chair- contagious diseases could beneighborassociation has recently authorized
man of the convention, seemed to be particularly In the case of
and appointed a board of public insanigeneral
ing
while
the
that in the matter of licensing there tary countieshygienic conditions of the struction. The report of this newly
should be:
ig peopleandcould be Improved. There is constituted board appeared In a re1. A single board.
cent issue of the Journal of the Am2. A
provision for reciprocity, much to commend this course and I erican Medical Association. Among
well
spend
society
could
properly safeguarded and administer. believe the
things it recommended the estime for a full discussion of this sug- other
d.
by the various state sotablishment
earnestly
commend
gestion
which I
3. The board should have power
state
boards of public Inof
cieties
army
of
your
to
The
consideration.
to Inspect the medical colleges and
subsidiary
boards whose
as
struction
brought
Moving Piclun Performance
be
should
refuse recognition to such as are dis- tubercular Invalids control;
functions shall be to take up subpromiscuunder some sort of
reputable.
Begins at 8:30. p. m.
jects especially adapted to their given
4. There should be at least a four, ous expectoration should be stopped territory.
Here I shall take the libevery
to
means
possible
taken
and
year high school education.
some passages from
quoting
erty
of
beprevent
these unfortunates from
A degree should be required before
president of the
of
the
address
the
I
population.
danger
to the
A Narrow Escape.
a candidate can take a state board coming a
Dr.
association.
would not have you understand that American Medical
examination.
Uurrell. delivered at the last annual
A Modern Lawson
Now with this proposed standard I advocate the plan that forbids them meeting of the association: "In what
right to search for health In this
tefore us let us compare our own law. the
should the public be
glorious climate, but I most assuredly medical subjects
Tli Utile Cripple
We have a single medical board.
will
be better to teach
educated?
It
do believe that In return for the
We have a reciprocity provision.
- thoroughly a few Important subjects
We have power to deny recognition health giving properties of our glorlthan to attempt to cover too large a
to graduates of colleges whose stand- ous climate they should be willing to field. Let us not be blind to the fact
legal
regulation.
Just
submit to some
SONGS
ing Is doubtful.
scope of userulness as physiwhat is the question, but if we put our that our
Mrs. C. A. Frank, Soloist.
We require a standard four-yea- r
dealing with the large disln
cians
we
can
heads together I am sure that
high school education.
depends In great measproblems
ease
may
"I Ivove You Pear, and Only
they
whereby
We require graduation of all uppli- - evolve some plan
of the public.
on
ure
the
You."
yet
be
not
be made comfortable and
i canta.
We must have Intelligent
"Since You Called Me, Dearie'
Our present law seems therefore, a source of danger. Disinfection and to make our work as effective as may
fumigation of living quarters should
' to be a good one. It more nearly ap
Is still the most per.
Morning, Afternoon and Evenbe enforced. Surroundings should be be. Tuberculosis
proximates
some
of
standard
than
the
subject
which Information
ing Seaision.
tlnent
On
nf the mure thickly settled I made as sanitary as modern science should be given.
the lat
The work alor.
ADMISSION 10 CENTS.
eastern slates. It may be improve d In can make them and notification
by the public ln
accomplished
ready
registration
i lie or two point
but ko far as have more properly speaking,
with physicians In conbeen able to learn there have been should be insisted upon. Within the trolling tuberculosis, ophthalmia neono
year
I have een
less than
no 111 results foll.uvini? Its administra- past
natorum and scarlet fever comes to
tion.
Our legislative
committee .twelve cases of tuberculosis among every one's mind. The work that has
should be requexted to meet vsith a natives traceable directly to contact been done ln controlling yellow fever
a well
committee from the Territorial Hoard with a healthseeker and It our
In Louisiana by the public and the
naknown fact th:tt when one of
of Health with a view to
Is a striking exInfected medical profession
becomes
needed changes if any. f r the pur- tive population
educating
ample
of
the people as to
power
will
known that
there Is no
pose nf presenting their recommendaconcerning disease. The va- the disease taking Its course. the facts
Mill remains at 114
tions to the coming session of the lcg-ti- -l prevent
Infectious diseases are obviously
1 am
fully convinced that tuberculosis rlous
iture for enactment Into law.
concerning
which the publio
ones
South Third Street with
among
the natives and,
At some time during this session Is spreading
The people
be
Informed.
should
we should step In and do what we can
a complete line of 1908
ieis stiou! l 1),. taken to provide a to
as to the necessity
stop It. All of this roul be done should be educatedwater
list of recommendations for appointand pure food,
of pure air, i ure
Wall Paper. Paints. Oils
ment on the board of health as re- by law through the representatives of they should know the hygienic value
I
quired by the flrft section of the law. the territorial board of health.
bathing
They should know that
and Brushes
therefore wi 'iiiminJ a full and free of
Whle t!ie governor is under no
not alone for
a view hospitals are provided poor
matter
with
discussion
of
this
to
appoint
his
board
from
1 ersoual Attention
the
but that
care of the sick
Uiveu V)
some fixed policy to the
may
fumes upon this list I believe that he to determining
be adknowledge of disease
can
we
which
work.
ward
to
Kla.i
will
he
recommendahave
the
Paper
Hanging $
Painting,
vance."
tion before him for his Information.
Another of the purposes rf this or"Who among the publio should be
and Tinting
Another thought here occurs. Has ganization is to "guard and foster the first educated? Those who are leaders
not the time arrived when the board material interests of Its members and In the community; those who are in
of health should be relieved of Its to protect them from Imposition.
Ui South Third St
.'lioue IS.'SU.
positions of responsibility national,
ilu!ks as a medical examining board? This Is a most Important purpose and state, city and town authorities,
Are we not far enough along now to
with It a duty In which each tees of hospltaU and schools they
two separate
have
and distinct li d.vldual member has a part to per- - should first be Informed as to the
The reason we do ? much llOt'GII boards? The Hoard of Medical Ex- form. In the first piace we should facts concerning disease."
DHY work is because we do It right aminers, to bs appointed from recom. uot rest content until every reputable) "What are the means-bwhich we
And at the price you cannot afford to mendatlons furnished by the New physician practicing la the territory may reach the public? Newspaper ar-Mexico Medical aorlcty, should
be
have It dons at home.
New Mexico Is made a member of tlcles on selected subjects, giving facts
IMl'EJUAli UAUXDHY.
concerned solely with the passing up this society and becomes
actively concerning a given disease, but not
on the fitness of candidates presenting

Colombo Theater
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A. Chauvin
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F. H. Strong

I have quoted some of tne main
points ln his address bearing upon
of publicity
this proposed bureau
work. The truth and nothing but the
truth must be told at all times and
upon all occasions so that there may
be no misleading. It will be well for us
to have In mind this suggestion as to
a subsidiary board In this terrltorj
working under the direction of the
territorial organization. Whether the
time for Its establishment is here Is
doubtful but I feel that some thought
should be given the matter so that
when the time for action arrives we may find ourseives prepared.
The matters to which I have called
your attention are but a few of what
a d pear to me to be most Important
duties of his organization as well as
some of the opportunities that present
themselves to us at this time. It behooves us to do our full duty as an organization of medlca! men so that we
as a profession shall "become more
capable and honorable as well as
more useful to the public, ln the prevention and cure of disease, and ln
prolonging and adding comfort to human life."
There seems to be no limit to the
possibilities of scientific medicine and
while phllantroplsts are turning to
it as to the hope or numanlty, philosophers see. as ln some far off vision,
a science from which may come ln
the prophetic words of the Son of
Slrach: "Peace over all the earth."

!

Cemeteries

Embalmer

Office Strom Block 2nd lid
Copper Avenue. Telephone
Office 7J, Residence 106.

Lady
Attendant

GIVE US A CHANCE
To figure on that bill of lumber.
Our lumber comes from our owa
mills located ln the best body of
timber ln New Mexico.
A large stock
dry sprues
of
dimension on hand. Why not buy
the best when It Is Just a cheap?
It will pay you to look into this.

'"
RIO

GRANDE LUMBhH

Phone 8.

CO.

Cor. 3rd and Marquetti

amp

MONTEZIBA TRUST CO.
A LBUQUFHQUm

Mrw Mexico

Capital and surplus. $100,000

THE

GROCERY

CHAMPION

INI

GO.

R ESI

ALLOWED

ON

SAVINGS

Mmtfueol Bros., Proprietor
Grocery and Meat Market.Stanle

oooooc)eK)ooaooaoC3a

armrmcmomcmomomomiomotcmom

Groceries

Saturday tpaolal Spring Chick it
MJ-12- 4
kYNt niarma. Phono a

Fust Rational

Genuine American Block
$6.50 per Ton
liandscreened Cerrillos Lump
$6.50 per ton
Quality and Quantity Ouarantato

Bank

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

WOOD
TELEPHONE

!

W. H, HAHN &

Capital ana
Surplus

United States
Depository

GO,

moaKm09090mOmOaK90moaKaK3ajo

SCHOOL NEEDS
BOYS

BUILDERS'

GIRLS

AND

ter.
Ffe.,

t

good lead pencils
extra good lead pencils

6c
6c

Very large pencil tablets

6c

3

6c
Fencll box
10c
Large school bags
6 nice handkerchiefs,.
6c
Roys' extra good knee pants
60c
Everything In shoes for boys and
girls.
Hoys' well made school suits $1.76
to 13.00 at the

CASH

BUYERS' UNIOS
122

Nartb iaoood

M

ItOLDE. Pn.lt

J.

ohll-K.iti-

ST.

t

VINCENT

BOARDING AND

ACADEMY
L'AY SCHOOL

Voting Ladies and Misses.

I

SISTERS

t

Corner 6th St. and

OF

For Particulars,

of

4

York Ave

Addres

SlSTKK Kllt.KlOR.

FINISHERS' SUPPLIES

Etc

C. BALDRIDCE

423 South First
Our Prices All Bargains

Carpenter

all leather. .. .Ill.lt
Concord
Concord heavy, tt.t
double buggy,
llt.OO to tI4.t
Single Surrey Harness 17.00 to 10.00
Single Buggy Harness 8. SO to S0.0O
Single Express Harness.
11.00 to tl.Ot
Celebrated Askew Sad- dies.
4.11 to 40.0
Best grade of leather ln all harness
and saddle.
Parts of harness kept In stock.
Unless you trade with us w hot
lose meosy.
Team
Team
Team
Team

and Builder
to

Jobbing Promptly

Attended

Phones:

Residence 652

Shop

1015;

Shop Corner Fourth St. and Copper Ave.
ALBUQUERQUE,

N. M.

j

D'.

I

M

1

Harness,
Harness,
Harness,
Harness,

THOS. F. KELEI1ER

D

408 West Railroad Avenue

DENTISTS
Room 12

CHARITY
New

AND

m

ED. FOURNELLE

In Charge of the

J

9

Native and Cblewiro l.nraber. Shrrw
Paint Note BetBuilding Paper. Ptastrr. IJ me. Oaient, GUae, Sash. Duore, Bte

a

For

J

$250,000 i I

"FOR CASH ONLY"

FOR

DEPOSITS

and Fancy

1

es

Director and

Funeral

Supt. Falrvlew and
banta Barbara

III

!:

N

--

trus-carri-

Private Ambulance

warn waaawam mamm mm mawmm wammamm

Our shirt and collar work la perfect. Our "DOMESTIC FINISH U
the proper thing. We lead other
'
'
follow.
i
IMPERIAL LAUNDRY OO.
It 1 not what yoo pay for adyertw
drertlsng PAT
Ing,
but what
O
YOU. that make It valuable.
ratea are lowest for ouJ rv1p

,

i

(

N

T. Armijo Bldp

'

work or. shin irsuV
For the
patronize Ilubbe Laundry On.
bewt

In The ClU- is an Invitation extended to
all oar readers.
We Invite a
large majority of the people to
your store.
An adveriWmt-n-t

at--

!

;

4)
41

4)
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LABOR

Hotels and Resorts

A

For Information concerning any of tha place adver-Uw- d
llteratara,
In thl column and for descrlptlT
call at Tha Cltlien office or wrlta to tha Advertising
Manager, Alb"ioerqu Cltlsen. Albuquerque. N. M.

i

m

'dene-on-the-Pec-

hllla on the Peooa river, IH mile from Row
Located among pine-cla- d
8. F.
Good hunting and fishing
station on tha main Una of the A. T.
make this the mot delightful resort In Naw Mexico. We meet trains Wad-Beay and Saturdays. Parties coming on days not stated kindly write me.
Kates $1.10 per day. f 1.00 per week. Meals too. Transportation from station
ll.ee. Mrs. U. B. Bergmann. Rows. N. M.

ad

SAX DIEGO SEMINARY SAN DIEGO, CALIF.
A select School for Girls and Young Women. Prepares for high grade
Colleges and Universities. Superior advantages In Voice. Music, Art, Elocu
tlon, Languages, Athletics Swimming Gymnastics etc. A most superb home
with attractive grounds. School opens Sept. llth. Write for catalogue. Mrs.
A. Woo din Bus. Mgr.

r.

nt

HOLLENBECK HOTEL
A.C.

LOS ANGELES

BilicKe

John

NEW

NEW PLUMBING

FIRE-PROOriN- G

Fifty Thousand Dollars Worth of Improvements made this season for
JOcnvecler.ee, Comfort and Safety,

Headquarters for New Mexico
Electric Cars to and from Railway Depots, also Beach and KcuHain

sorts, stop

.

at our dear The

Re-

HcCiabcck Hotel Cafe is More Popular 1 han Ever

Plumber

H. COX, The

PLUMBING, HEATING, GAS AND STEAMFITTING
Climax Garden Hose, guaranteed the most durable.
Latest things in Enamel Bathroom Fixtures. . . .

401 West Central Ave.

Phone 1020

BROWNIES

Will

If You Need an Extra Bed

PULL TOGETHER

Cole I ml ton

The labor unions of
will observe Labor Day next Monday
A parade
In a very bffitt'ng manner.
and public gathering will be held In
the forenoon and yports are On the
program for the afternoon.
The parade will form on West QolJ
avenue near the Elks' theater and
start promptly at 10 o'clock. The
various unions will take positions In
line as follows: Brewery Workers,
lioilermakers. Machinist", Electrical
Horseshoers.
Workers, Blacksmiths,
Carriagemakers, L'igarmakers, Brick
masons, Stonemasons. Printers, Painters, Barbers and Carpenters. The
the parade.
Duke City band will
Starting at U"ld avenue and Fifth
Ftreet. the parade will move east on
Gold avenue to First street, north on
First street to Central avenue, west on
Central avenue to the park, where a
public meeting will be held. The band
will play several pieces from the band
stand. It Is estimated that 200 men
will be In the line of march.

n,

made Up, and agreed not to fight
among themselves any more. It was
the universal opinion that nothing
could be accomplished by fighting and
It only gave their bitter opponents of
the diamond, the Barelas Grays, a
better chance to strengthen up and
prepare for the coming conflicts when
it Is to be decided which aggregation
will represent Albuquerque
at the
territorial fair tournament.
Bert Graham tendered his captainship toga on a silver platter, and the
Jionor was bestowed upon Left Fielder Dlckerson, with a few strings tied
to it. One of these strings will be
pulled by Graham and the other will
be pulled by Manager E. A. Davis.
This name of Davis is a little sur
prise last night's meeting has to
spring on the public. It Is owned by
a very enthusiastic baseball fan, who
presides at the Pullman office In front
of the Alvarado, and has a charm
about it that, it is believed, will bring
good lortune to the Brownies. Frank
Harris last n ght tendered his resigna
tion as manager. He said that he beTELEGRAPHIC 'MARKETS
lieved it was best for the team and
Emmet has become a thorough recited other reasons why he could
business man In Tulsa and he say not onlstent!y handle the manager,
Spelter.
he wants Is a chance to be: itne a ial wand. The players then decided
St. Louis, Sept. 1. Spelter higher, all
cltlren. It is runv-re- l
useful
that .ie that Mr. Davis was the proper
$4.60.
will become a b3ndlc'. limn t me
Mr. Davis did not "set 'em up"
soon.
The Metals.
when told of the wishes of the Brown.
easy,
New Tork, Sept. 2. Lead
ies but deferred accepting the honor
$4. 5541 4.60; lake copper eay, $13.60
until, after It was ascertained that the
litDUP
41 13.75; silver, 61c.
management was his In fact and not
in name only. He said that he wantMoney Market.
BY LITIGATION ed to run the team If he was manNew York, Sept 2. Money on call
ager, and If It didn't win then It was
easy, 14jl14 per cent; prime mercannobody's fault but his own. There Is
per
cent.
paper,
tile
SbQl
nothing like being the power behind
Stewnrxl-Ijiinb
Will Announce the throne when It comes to boaalng
Mudnin
St. Ixiuls Wool.
Other Location boon Cannot at
a team of baseball players.
Present Secure Central Ave
St Louis, Sept 2. Wool steady;
The selection of Mr. Davis as man
nue Apartments.
territory and western mediums, 15
ager of the Browns Is a wise move
18c; fine mediums, 10 16c; fine, 9
on the part of the city team. He is
'
,
11c.
...
Owing to the fact that she has been a good live sport and it takes a live
wire around a team somewhere to
unable to obtain possession of the
Copper Goes Down.
Romero building on Central ave- bring the desired results. Mr. Davis
New York, Sept. 2. At the metal nue, Into which she Intended to re- is going to be manager of the Browns,
exchange today all grades of copper move her millinery apartments Sep- and that not In name only. He Is
of a cent
were reduced
going to be on the side line with his
1,
Madame Steward-Lam- b
per pound In bid price, bringing elec- tember
today that she would select players, telling them what good playstated
casting
trolytic to
and
some other location ana would an ers they are. It Is believed that Mr.
to 13H1SC.
Davis can make the Brownies win
nounce it In a few deys in The
from the best aggregation in the terChicago Livestock.
ritory and Albuquerque must be replocation,
avenue
Central
The
after
2.
Receipts
Chicago, Sept
Cattle
Steward-Lam- b
resented in the territorial fair tournaIt,
had
leased
Madam
24,000; 10c lower; beeves, $3.60
ment. Mr. Davis will begin strength
litigation,
In
the
and
Involved
became
westerns,
7.66; Texans, $3.40 0 5.70;
was unable to give possession ening the team for the fair series at
$3.205.80; stockers and feeders, owner
as soon as he had agreed. However, once.
$2.604.50; cows and heifers, $1.70
It is very likely that Mr. Davis will
Madam Steward-Lam- b
has several ex
5.70; calves, $5.507.S0.
locations In view and after take the Brownies to Belen next Sun
Sheep Receipts 32,000;10c lower; cellent
westerns, $2.25S4.15; yearlings, $4.10 making hor decision she will place on day for a game with the Belen team.
sale one of the finest millinery dls In the meantime the Brownies will
4.75; lambs, $3.256.00.
do some hard practice, in preparation
plays ever seen in Albuquerque.
for future games. It has not been deGrain and Provisions.
cided when the Browns will play the
Chicago, Sept. 2. Wheat Sept.,
WOODMEN WANT
rest of the series to. decide which team
97 14c; Dec, 96 Kc
will represent Albuquerque In the fair
79c; Dec., 67 94
Corn Sept., 78
tournament. It Is very likely that the
;.
67C
THAT NEW CHARTER Grays will bring Santa Fe here for
Oats Sept., 60c; Dec, 60 He.
games for Sunday and Monday, Labor
Pork Sept., $14.85; Oct., $14.90.
day.
Lard Sept., $9.65 9.67 H; Oct.,
llully liHHt Mglt Was Well Attended
$9.70.
BEX 11UII 2.500 TIMES.
and Another to to he Held Tills
Oct.,
Ribs Sept., $9.1009.12;
The 2,500th performance by the or.
Evening.
$9.17H9.20.
Iglnal company playing "Ben Hur,"
Klaw & Erlanger's great Biblical play
New York Stocks.
forty members of the Modern will be given in Elmlra, N. Y.. Tues
New York. Sept. 2. Following Woodmen of
attended thej day, October 1st. This is a remarkwere closing quotations on the stock meeting held America
last night at the Wise able record. Many of the members
exchange today:
real estate office on East Central sve- - of the staff and horses who appeared
79
Amalgamated Copper
nue and It is expected that a much at the first performance at the Broad
90 V,
Atchison
larger crowd will attend the rally to way theater nine years ago are still
96 tt
do. preferred
be held tonight at Odd Fellows' hall. with the production.
The principals
10BV4
New York Central
The meeting last night was a prelim- have changed, but some of the work
Pennsylvania
...114
inary affair to the rally tonight, when ing crew have gone through
108
Southern Pacific
a petition will be signed for a charter parts so often that they forget their
be14H for the local lodge.
Union Pacific
cause
of
of
tasks.
the
routine
their
46
Steel
States
United
Palmer Social Camp. Modern Wood The total number of performances of
110
do. preferred
men of America will then become a three "Ben Hur" companies Is 1,742.
regularly organized lodge. District The New York Theater company ap
Kansas City Livestock.
Deputy Eubankv who is in the city peared 123 times and a London comKansas City, Sept. 2. Cattle Re- from Colorado
working In Interest of
ceipts 10,000; steady; southern steers, the order, will officially install the pany had a run of 122 performances.
f.75 0 4.25; southern cows, $2,250 lodge. He had twelve of the fifteen The original company with new seen
ery and new costumes goes out on the
3.30; stnekers and feeders, $3,000
members necessary to secure a char4.T5; bulls, 2.403.65; calves, $3.50 ter this morning and felt sure that road this year to please another mul
7.00; western steers, $3.75 5.60; the full number would be secured to- titude. More persons have seen "Ben
Hur" than the population of the Pa
western cows, $2.50 08.75.
night. The full fifteen had been seUogn Receipts 9,000; steady to cured, but three were unable to stand clflc coast.
weak; bulk of sales, $6. 406. 80; the physical examination.
FEE'S GOOD ICE CREAM AND
paekers and
heavy. $6.50f 8.75;
A splendid program has been pre- ICE CHKAM
SODA.
WALTON'S
butchers, $6.55W6.85; light, $8. 20
pared for the meeting tonight nnd a DRUG STORE.
6.80; pigs, $3.50(05.25.
Refreshgood time Is anticipated.
steady; ments will be served.
8.000;
Sheep Receipts
STAGE TO JEMEZ LEAVES
muttons. $3.801 4.20; lambs. $4.00f
WEST HOLD EVERY MOKNINQ AT
range
$3.5010
4.35;
fed
5.75;
wethers,
A Traveling Man ltecelved the Thanks
B O'CLOCK.
ewes, $3.25 4.25.
of Kvery PasNenger III the Cur.
FOR PURE ICE CREAM.
LOUDON'S JERSEY
TU1I' AltorNI) T1IK WOULD.
"I must tell you my experience n
FARM
an east bound O. R. & N. R. R. train
"The Clansman'u" forthcoming trip from Pendleton to Le Grande, Ore."
t the Pacific coast will be much unwrites Sam A. Garber, a well known
like the usual theatrical setting forth, traveling
man. "I was In the smoking
for It will inaugurate a three years' department with some other traveling
trip around the world unequalled in men when one of them went out Into
theatrical annals. Manager Geo. H. the coach and came back and said,
Ilrennan ha notified the players to "There Is a woman sick unto death
arrange their affairs with a view to in
I at once got up and went
beinir absent from the Great White out,the car.' her very ill with cramp
found
Way until the summer of 1911.
colic, so bad in fact that I was almost
The actors, it Is true, will have a afraid to take the risk; her hands and
day in New York City next spring, but arms
were drawn up so you could not
t will he merely 24 hours en passage straighten them, and with a death like
from the American tour to the trip look on her face. Two or three ladies
abroad. They will arrive 'n New were working with her and giving her
York an l will set sail for Sou.hamp
whi.-kei went to my suit case and
ton May 27. Opening in Lomln the got my bottle
This is the time of year
of Chamberlain's Colic,
second week of June, they will spend Cholera and Diarrhoea
Remedy (Ii
you use SPICK.
the summer and autumn playing the never travel without it)' ran to the
inincli.al theater of the British Isles. water tank, put a double dose or the
We make a specialty
medicine in the glass, poured some
Well Named.
in the line we carry,
Chamberlain's Colic Cholera and water into It and stirred it with geta
Piarhoi-- Remedy Is well named. For pencil; then I had quite a time to
and
PURK SPICK is
give
It to her, but
ladles tt let me
pi p in t tie st mach. cramp collo and the
the
of our hobbies.
diarrhoea it has no etju-- 1. For sale I succeeded. I could at once see
one
effect and I worked with her. rubbing
by all druggists.
her hands, and In twenty minutes I
Give the order to one
gave her another dose. Hy tha timo
vxyxxxTorxTooooocxXxxjocxxTro
we w ere almost into Le Grande, w here
of our order men, or
I wad to leave the train, I gave the
Call
us by
bottle to the husband to be used in
case another doe should be needel,
but by the time the train ran Into Ie
Grande she was all right and I received the thanks of every passenK81"
YOUR
US
RtMOVE
HAVE
In the car." for sale by all druggUU.
GARBAGE
Clean your lot,
ami
Doctor Naeamull will be back fro
closet, (hie call per week at priEurope In September and will b
vate home 4.V ur month: two
his office In the N. T. A r nit Jo bulldin
culls per week, 7."e per month.
aLuiut September It, 10.
107 S2td
Phone 761
Room 4
Fhont 340
lHHtli ICE ftrM
M'
GRANT BUILDING
CE CREAM SOD. WALTON'S
UUOOOUOUOUOOOOOOOOOOZXXXXXj .tltl'G XTtlltK.

hd

who years ago terrorised Kansas and
Oklahoma, hobbled from a Pullman
on train No. 2 to the Alvarado dining
room for breakfast this morning and
back again to the train, while en
route to Kingfisher, Okla., to visit hia
aged mother.
Colo Dalton lives In California,
where he has prospered and haacon-stderab- le
property there, lie did not
associate with the other boys In thi'lr
career of outlawry. The Dalton family U pretty well scattered.
Emmett.
liberated from the penitentiary at
Lansing, Kan., several months ago, U
conducting a meat market at Tulsa;
Ben, an older brother, lives In Kansas; Simon, the youngest, lives with
his mother at Kingfisher; Lytton Is In
California; one daughter lives In
Kingfisher, another In El Reno and
another In Chicago.
Frank Dalton was killed some years
ago near Fort Smith, Ark., while
serving as a United States marshal;
Bob and Grat were killed In the
bank ro bery and Pill was
killed near Ardmore by Bud Ledbet-te- r.

for your company during Fair Week, fhU'vvillbe iu
the article for you.
Steel Couches and Davenport
.

from $5.50 up to $17.50
SEE WINDOW DISPLAY

Cof-feyvll- le

S. Mitchell

NEW FURNITURE,

TWO NEW ELEVATORS

I

Dal-to-

os

HOT EI IAm Angeles, The moat dilutive treat-oriefor rlieunuulwm. Beautiful scenery, cool ocean breeae. Hot Spring
water lit every room, no nolm, no dust, no tips. Street car to door. Pamphlet
at Cltlien of flee or by writing Dr. G. W. Tape, Medical SupC

PASSES

MOSSIER PARAGE

THE

ALBERT FABER

'

FACILITIES

THE

.COMMERCE
BANK.0"
OF VLDUQUKRQUE, N
M.
Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation
and Solicits New Accounts

CAPITAL. S150.000
omcKRS and

DimmcTom

SOLOMON LUNA, President
W S. STklCKLER, Vice President and Cashier
W. J. JOHNSON, Assistant Cashier.
J. C. Baldridge,
William Mcintosh,
O. E. Cromwell.
A. M. Blackwell,
'

Montezuma Grocery

&

Liquor Co.

COPPER and THIRD

Imported and

Domestic

Groceries

and

Liquors

Pure Lucca Olive Oil a Specialty, Liquor by the
Glass or Gallon, Beer ty the Bottle or Case, Family
Trade Solicited Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Call, Phone or Send for Solicitor.

PTune 1029

.

Albuquerque Lumber Co
WHOLESALE

AND RETAIL

An-dr-

MONEY

Cheerfully
REFUNDED

us

one-eigh- th

No Runaways With

First and Marqoette

Albtsqverqoe, New Mexico

TheKansas City Star's Campaign Offer
From Date to

30th November, 1908

$1

00

We will, upon receipt of One Dollar, mail

The Kansas City Star, Morning, Evening and
Sunday, from date received to 30th November.
1908.
ACCEPT THIS REMARKABLE

OFFER TODAY

The Star reported the Republican and the
Democratic Conventions on a scale never before
equaled by any paper.
If you want facts about all parties accept
this offer and read The Star as it is independent
in politics and fearless in expression.

Send along your dollar today together with
your name and address written plainly.

t

ADDRESS

The Kansas City Star, Kansas City, Mo.

STUDE BAKER

STRICTLY

PURE

y.

j

15

KZ

I igh Grade

v"'

frt

HARNESS
Made
The Best Harness

v

til

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Rooting.

West
Central

f

BUG

lSi13;c,

WITH AMPLE MEANS AND UNSURPASSED

TTVML

Is on Ills Way to Visit IXckersoii Is to Captain and Darts to
Manage lite Team Hie llest of
Ills Mother In Oklahoma.
tlie Season.
Broken In health and with only a
Albuquerque
The
Brownies held a
short time to live, perhaps, Cole
Albuquerque
elder brother of the Dalton boys, love feast last night and kissed and

nr.

Ill MINI HOT SPRINGS

Jill

PUN

Duko (Ity llniul Will Ien1 and All
the Organizations In Tills City
Will lie In Line.

AN IDEAL SUMMER AND HEALTH RESORT.

Cliff

UNIONS

PAGB

mmm

to

HARDWARE

iif'&i.'--

3ggt C33P

mm?

I

?,sy.

v

AND

RANCH

SUPPLIES

"OLD REUABLB."

ESTABLISHED

L B, PUTNEY

I

t

1171.

THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
i

i

X

Carries tha largest and Moat Lxclustve Stock of Staple Orecerlae la
the Southwest. .

I

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS

t

RAILROAD AVBNUB.

ALTUQUBRQUB. N.

Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works
R. P. HALL, Proprietor.
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts for
Buildings.
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cara; Shaftings.
Repair of Mining and Mill Machinery a Specialty.
'
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. 1C

oao4sOoaoocoos

DR. CHAS. A. FRANK
Physician
and Surgeon

ROOMS 4 AND 5 HARNETT 13IJ3G.
Hours

9 to II A. M.

2 to 5 P. M.

TELEPHONE

7 to 8 P. M.

1079.

1

City Scavenger
Company

i Convenience - Comfort - Security

PHONE 761

et'Ks-HM- il

The telephone makes the
duties lighter, the area leae
and the worries fewer

C.&A. Coffee Co.

TOU NEED

A

The
telephone
preserves
your health. prolongs year Mfe
protects
your home.
and

TELBP HONE IN TOUR

HOMB

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.
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PROTECTION FOR THE BATTERS

RUSSELL

r

SAGE
111 Ht'Q'iliLfffl'SUlT;

LETT LARGE

Wit 'BECOME

CVxJi
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A FAVOIfiTE
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Mr. Business Man

;

Let us present a few facts on the subject
of advertising for your consideration
Next to having goods ofmeritto sell is the importance of letting the
public know that you have them. Here is where careful thought should

Wall Street Owed Him $33..
000.000 In StocKs

enter into the proposition. Much money is wasted by the thoughtless
choice of advertising mediums. In every city is the clever solicitor for
programs, calendars, handbills, and all sorts of schemes in which your ad
may look pretty, but where it is not read, and consequently b.:ngs no(
returns. When you buy newspaper space you are sure that your advertise
ment will go into the homes of the subscribers and will be read by .them
and, if you have what they want, they will come to your store and buy
The same good judgment should govern in your choice of newspapers.
We maintain that the evening paper is the better medium, because it goes
to the home at a time whenthe entire'family has time to read it and plan
a shopping trip for next day

and Bonds.
New York. Sept. 2. The report on
of the estate of the late
Russell Saee. made by Charles I.
D llon, and approved on Thursday by
Surrogate Beckett, Includes loans In
lai ;e sums to many 01 me iuitiimti
All of thee j
Dr. ii in Wall street.
Jo. ins have been collected In cash
Fi
e Mr. Sage's death, as failure to
I.iite good the required amounts
v. j Id have necessitated forfeiture of
u
t.: stocks or bonds deposited as

the appraisal

Xlllll

Hi I nit

Y

Ptflie

THE BATTER.

LET

I

SOft WAX LIKE
THIS
AN EKCELUNl

USE A

i

mux

se-c-

ity.

Is also In the report an
of the securities held by Mr.
value the appraiser
whose
Bak- -.
places as "nominal." Mr. Sage was a

.irre

ac-tu- nt

heavy holder of residential real estate, the report shows.
Among the Wall street firms whose j
rotes the Sage estate included at the
time of his death, July 22, 1906, were
the following:
&
J. V. Davis, JSfiO.OUO; Moore
Ejh'.ey, SI. 250, 000; E. B. Havens &
Co 1200.000; Stout & Co., S100.000;
43. D. Chapln & Co., S450 000; C. B.
Morse & Co., S250.000; Hallgarten &
Co., $1.000 000; E. & C. Randolph,
Domlnick & Domlnick,
$760,000;
1250,000; Bryne & McDonald, $200.-00Webb & Frail. S200.000; E. Meyer. Jr. & Co., $500 000; Sharp &
Worden &
Montgomery, $220,000;
Co.. $50 000; A. Loeb & Co.. $880,000;
$250,000;
& Co.,
A. A. Housman
Bhearson. Hammlll & Co., $600,000;
Hooley. Learnard & Co., $100,000;
Want A MeU, $200 000; A. O. Brown
& Co., $200,000; Elllnger Bros. & Co.,
$250,000; Wolf Bros. & Co.. $200 000;
Strong, Sturgis & Co., $250,000.
Ladenburg, Thalman- & Co.. $500.-00Jesup & Lamont, $500,000;
Flower & Co.. $1,750 000; Harrlman
Sternberger. Sinn &
A. Co.. iss.000:
Co., $250,000;
Gross & Kleeberg,
Doremus,
&
DeCoppet
S975.000:
$110,000; C. O. Gates & Co.. $500,000;
J. S. Bache & Co., $1,000,000; Henry
Clews & Co., $250,000; Halle & Steig-litx- .
$250,000; Post & Flagg. $300,000,
F. M. Lockwood & Co.. $100,000; S.
D. Brown & Co.. $100,000; Sheffield
Raymond,
& McCullough, $100,000;
Pynchon & Co.. $200,000; Van
E. j
$400,000;
& Atterbury,
Street & Co., $300. 000; E. C. Benedict
Bros.,
& Co., $250 000; Wasserman
$500,000; Wrenn Bros. & Co., $100,-00Hayuen Stone & Co., $250,000;
C. W. Maury & Co.. $300,000; Laldlaw
Dodge & Co.,
& Co.. $500.000;-Clark- .
$(00 000; Peart & Co., $200,000; C. D.
Barney & Co.. $500,000; E. B. Smith
at Co.. $300,000; W. E. Lauer & Co.,
1250,000
. Ah. rnr.. Inr'. oaH. '
.
t
was the possessor or
Sage
mate Mr.
omethlng between $30,000,000 and
$35,000,000 In atocks and bonds, the
most Important of which were:
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The Albuquerque Citizen
Goes into the home in the evening and is read there where the whole family has a chance to se? it. A morning paner is often carried to the office
by the man of the house, who does not have time to read the ads, but only
skims over the news headings.
We have a large number of letters giving the opinions of big advertisers who use evening pipers almo-- t exclusively. jWe will publish these
letters from day to day. Their views are valuable.

corner of Central Park west and One
HunuieJ and Second street!-- a plot be.
tween One Hundred and Ninth and
One Hundred and Tenth streets, west
of Broadway; 733, 735, 737, 739 Madison avenue.
TiiHie are other pieces of property
mentioned in the appraisal, according
to which the gross value of the real
estate was $1,945,500. Out of this Is to
be deducted: Funeral expenses, $3 -executors'
7S4.01; debts, $37,862.42;
adminiscommissions, $1,991,271.56;
tration expenses $170,000; total to be
deducted, $2,202 919.99.
Russell Sage died on July 22, 1906;
the last loan registered according to
the report was on July 20.
Mrs. Sage's share of the estate was
at praised at $63,778,800.91. while to
twenty-nin- e
thcollateral relatives
went $650,000. The transfer tax on,
the entire estate was declared on
Thursday by Surrogate Beckett on report of Mr. Dillon, to be $667,538.01.
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ROTHSCHILD A CO.
Chicago.
the evening
"It Is my opinion
paper are more thoroughly read in
the home and this Is the aim or the
FRED A. SLATER.
advertiser."

tht

Adv. Mgr.

THE BAILEY

CO.

Adv. Mgrl
CO.

D

New York City.
"We consider the evening paper the
best medium for department store
advertising.'-- '
A. B. PECK,
Adv. Mgr.

THE BENNETT

THE FAIR"

Cincinnati.
"Best result from evening papers.
The only time I use a morning paper
la Sunday, for Monday' buslneos. Balance of the week the evening papers
do the work to my entire satisfacW. H. SCHRADER.
tion."
Adv. Mgr.

j.

Pittsburg.

"In case of special sales to mat
them effective, the news must be published In large space the afternoon
before."
GEORGE HAMMOND,
SIMPSON-CRAWFOR-

Cleveland.
"Evening by all means. Eighty
per cent of department atore customers are women. They read the even-in- g
papera."
J. S. M'CARRENS, Adv. Mgr.

$60,000 Stale of North
$2,071,000 bonds of St. U. I. M. & (old) bonds;
Chicago, Danville HA1NS TURNED AGAINST
$5,000
Carolina;
Grant.
&
Land
Railway
So. Gen. Con.
company,
Railroad
Vincennes
and
$1,627,790
$2,366,117.60;
5 per cent.
Chesacompany;
Decatur.
$10,000
per
6
first
Missouri Pacific Railroad
BY FORMER FRIENDS
$25,000 St.
Orleans;
New
peake
and
Missouri
$1,823,850
cent, trust bonds;
Canal
and
Ocean
and
L.,
New
Orleans
per
6
collateral
Pacific railroad first
company, of New
cent; $1,130,600 Wabash railrcfad 6 Transportation
.
Hum Boon Forbidden to Wear
Ills
per cent Deb. Eerlea a; au.uuu

JOS. HOME CO.

CO.

Omaha.

"The evening paper is best! Sure!"
WM. KLUNE, JR., Adv. Mgr.

Among his other valuable holdings j
Iinform ut Ills Tril for Murder.
i
"
S
OA LLENDER, M'ATJSLAN ft TROUP
were:
Captain
2.
Sept.
Washington,
Rail-- 1
CO.
12,401 shares of Manhattan
15,285, Hains's appearance at the hearing In
$1,822,947;
company.
way
Providence.
In
Friday
civilian
City
Long
Island
"W
consider the evening paper
shares Missouri Pacttlc Rallroad
apbetter as a general thing, for It i
$1,390,935; 35,800 shares'stock clothing, contrasted with his last
hl's captain's
usually the horns paper."
of W. W. Tel Co.. $3,257,600; 2,600 pearance when he wore
uniform. Js believed to be the result
WM. C. ELLIOT, Adv. Mgr.
BROS.
shares of the Pullman Co., $555,000.
LKASURE
unofficial action by the War deOther securities to which a noml- - of
Erie.
takIf
partment.
had
he
asked
When
WM. HENGEREH CO.
nal value It attached by the appraiser
"We consider the evening papers
en any action to prohibit Captain
are:
Buffalo.
best by all means, finding by inquiry
wearing
uniform
his
To-from
Halns
j
"We do most of our advertising ln
Four hundred and fifty shares
that the people do not have time or
Wright
Secretary
arrest,
while
under
company;
the evening papers."
leuo and Wabash Elevator
take time in the morning to look a
H. T. LEASURE- 50 shares Product Exchange company! replied that the order had not been
DE F. PORTER, Adv. Mgr.
paper through."
officially.
considered
provisional stock receipts; $500 cerWright
added
there
that
Secretary
tificates of the Ocean Causeway; 3,189
the prisoner
shares Minnesota Central Railway; 50 was no law under which
from
shares American Wood Carbonizing could be compelled to desist aside
company; 330 shares Milwaukee Iron wearing his uniform, and that
company; 3,000 shares Sabula and from the ethics of the case it was not
either to
Marlon City Construction company; 44 the desire of the department
shares Mariposa Land and Mining aid or hinder a man fighting for every civilized land," will surely shock
J. D. Eakln, President
company, 751 shares, Grlnnell and his life.
Chas. Msllnl, Sesrstcry
best part of the community.
officers the
Sentiment among army
O. Gloml, Vice President.
many friends who play bilO. Bashschl, Treasmrar.
Montezuma railroad; 335 shares Cenhave
"I
Captain
up
to
of
was
time
devided
the
tral Iowa railroad; 3,842 shares Cen- Halna's
know that they do not
appearance In court clad In liards and I game;
tral Iowa. 111. Division common; 826
that they Indulge
on the
bet
be
the
to
shares Belleville ana Eldorado com- uniform. This In seemed
In It purely as a recreation, with no
the
sympathy
point
and
turning
pany; 600 shares Denver and Northof gambling. Bridge whist Is
accessor ts
condemned. 1 ms thought
ern Oregon Construction company; 19 act was universally
ln public for money. If
played
never
In
M ELI VI A EAKIN. and BACUECHI
expressed
strongly
is
GIOM1
sentiment
Coal
many
Consolidated
links
over
Marshall
experience
shares
the my own anything, not one man in a
MOLKALK DKMLKKm IN
company; 896 shares St. Louis Ore the last Issue of the Arms and
for
counts
says:
paper,
which
a service
plays golf for money. I have
and Steel company; 950 shares Chi- Man,
When Ciipt. P. C. Hlns. Jo., stnds ln hundred
cago Elevator company; 500 shares
more than a hundred baseattended
murfor
Tradesman's bank; 200 shares New a Jail cell awaiting his trial which
games
and found that my own
ball
he
der nd wers the uniform
York Wool Warehouse company.
neighbor's
Interest came from
my
and
W Issp twrylblaa la took
by his wanton violation
tulflt tb
game Itself. Were
Besides these holdings, Mr. Sage has disgraced
of
playing
the
the
most fmstldloas bar oompltt
statute,
the
walks
when
he
all
of
heavy
and
Texas
In
the
Interests
baseball
professional
had
otherwise
it
ln that hon
Have ntM-- appointed exclusive Agents In the Southwest for Jos. ft.
Mr. Hand
Pacific railroad; the Galveston, Hous- street from Jail to"hecourt
has passed the would become a farce.
Kolilliz. Wni. l.vinp and St. Louis A. 11. C. Breweries: YeltaMon.
of
spirit
ton and Henderson; the C. B. and Q. orable uniform sympathy.
the
with
familiar
cannot
be
.n--Until he
Klvfr. W. H. Mc Brayer's CVdar Brook. Lonis Hunt, T. 4
nale of human
B. and O., St. L. and Southwestern;
' Monarch,
and other brands of whlMkles too numerous to mentioau
act amateur baseball.
m
Missouri, Kansas and Texas railroad; had committed this unfortunate
Bporis,
tennis,
eic,
neiu
mat
perhaps
man
a
for
ached
one's
heart
WE ARE NOT COSfPOUNDERS
Central,
Pacific,
Colorado and
.,
I'nlon
and whole
pleasant
as
.
l.,
us ti"
, h.,nlt dnnht.
" - Indulged in. . a t
U. S. Steel Corporation, Consolidated so meniat.y unuumm-estraight
sell
article s received from, the best Wineries
But
o
the
loyal-t;as, Pennsylvania railroad, American given word, his duty and his
Distilleries and Breweries ln the United States, call aad lnapset
Were this otherwise the votaries of
murcommitting
country
by
to
his
company,
iclegraph and Cable
U. 8.
our Stock and prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Pries
racing would have an unanswerable
der. But with his still further dis- argument
List. Issued to dealers only
Rubber.
In favor of their diversion.
betrayed
has
grace
he
uniform
of
the
statement,
In the National Bank of Commerce
Mr.
Hand's
of
effect
The
in his wanton parade of his official
canlie helil 625 shares, valued at $112
of his coming from such an authority,
5u0 In the Importers and Traders' position In the nation, because
not be Otherwise than Injurious.
sympathy
of
display
contemptible
National bank, 497 shares, valued at
"Another remark I hope will not
Captain Halns has
; In the Citizens'
$27
Central Na peeking publicity
meet with general approval. His af
ever
had
r'ghts
he
all
that
forfeited
t ..nal l.ank, 150 shares,
any
valued at
our gentler firmation that 'I cannot imagine
$20,700, and in the Mercantile Trust If any there have been, ln
serious difference ln opinion upon the
as
a
branded
stands
feelings
he
and
company 1,000 shares on which the
proposition that there were justices
Hppra.ser places a value of $S25 000. toward, a liar and a sneak.
of the supreme court ln the First disHis subscription of $2,500 to
trict who were not entitled to the reand Lawrence company stock
lawyer,'
spect of any
AS
THAW
HARRY
remains Intact. Lawrence was his
has a disagreeable sound to me. If
'
country "home.
Mr. Hand believes this and has proof
lf. Owe.1
It Is his duty to bring charges against
A
The appraiser Included In the estate
justices thus accused. If not
the
open accounts of Edgar T. Wells,
should have
indiscrimination
this
$40.M6.70; Mr. M. O. Sage (his wife)
been omitted."
Inmate
for
I.'mis
Very
Sane
trustees, Hus Some
$56 5:12.74: Sherman Flint,
of An Asylum.
; i,1 112.22; Decker llmvell & Co.,
Vm ads printed In tlie ClU-w$0,907.71;
$47.M6.24; C. W.
Ml I urliiic rruliM.
S.
Sept.
Y.,
Har
epsle,
N.
Poughkr
Blair Bros.. $46.88; H. P. Frothlng-hary K. maw nas mu wo
$156.25; 9. L. H. Slocum
at the value of the collateral), statement after reading the opinion
proTOWERS FISH BRAND
Meeker and Dave in Seattle recently $27,200; E. Rothschild, $7,600; H. L. of Commissioner Hand In oftheDistrict
WE HAYE THE RIGHT DEAL FOR YOU
shares of ceedings for the removal
Slocum $19,790. Twenty-fiv- e
the pioneer gave out mo iuwb
WATERPROOF
opposing
is
who
that he Intended to kill Dave, atuff the Fifth Avenue Hank are appraised Attorney Jerome, liberty
his hide and present him to a park at $i5 flno. He held mortgages on Thaw's fight for
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND WHOLESALE PRICE
many pieces of realty ln this city and
"I agree with Mr. Hand's decision
In his home town, Puyallup, Wash.,
GARMENTS
other places. He held one on the in favor of Mr. Jerome and think
to commemorate the trip.
of Elsie and Mary Gardner that on the whole public sentiment
are cut on large
a storm of protest followed this an. premises
patterns. designed
will support it.
L. I., and one of S
214 North
nt
Ceirhurst,
of
People
read
who had
nounoement.
expresto
give the wearer
on the West Presbyterian church.
"In his decision Mr. Hand
Dave's remarkable trip and who ad
me
to
seem
utmost
comfort
fthe
Second Street
The gross personal estate was ses certain opinions which
mired his sturdy endurance flocked to
mistaken, but two remarks that apllGHT DURABLECLLAN
his rescue. The Seattle Star took UP ilaced at (6 4. 411 218.50.
disAmong the real estate which he pear regretable do not affect the
the cudgel for Dave.
fUARANTttOwWtRPROOf
Many indignant communications owned, according to the appraiser, trict attorney.
"Mr. Hand might condone throwwere the properties at No. i Marcy
wi re print d. Prominent cltixens ofSUITS 322
for money, but his comment
SLICKERS 322
fered to subscribe to a fund to buy place, Rrooklyn; Nos. 1253 65, 87 ing dice
Indict
to
'Is
'
deed
rebuke
to
the
that
avenue,
167!
Manhattan;
1570.
Lave, present him to a Seattle park Park
u wtr nit MMHt
very large portion of the communi'
wvmtiuuimi sSiT
and pension him for the rest of his U.74 K.76 Lexington avenue, Manhat- aty, include all w ho take part in com
121
109.
107,
F
103
w onP Hun.
tan:
days.
games of billiards, bridge wh'.st.
The protests had their effect. Ezra, ciie.ith street. Manhattan; 1325 Parkj mon
tea
1
avenue,
ZX9
104 East golf, baseball and every other popu
no
ftvenue,
MfPker now declares that he has
w.o
io
wr
i.
Mnety-eliiht- h
recreation
street;
the northwt
Intention of killing Dave.

per cent; $100.-00- 0
Revenue Bonds.
Cross Country railroad first 4 per
cent bonds, valued at $2,000.
Appraised as Xfwnlual.
Stocks named by the appraiser as
nominal In value are:
$12,000 N. Ore. and Pacific railway
Land Grant
fbinil irr&ntl: $18,000
. J. ttllu Facinc uanroaa
n Or
...
m..u.u,
company;
,uui
bert and Columbus 7 per cent bonds.
..v.- -,
$146, uuu fciaie oi utuisio uum
third
$5,000 Iowa Central Railroad
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Public

sen- -

timent has saved the life of Ezra

Meeker's ox, Dave.
Dave helped to pull the prairie
chooner of Ezra Meeker, famou,
Washington pioneer, from Seattle to
Washington, D. C, and return, on the
trip recenty made by the pioneer to
mark the way of the old Oregon trail,
he pathway of the pioneers who settled the great northwest.
Dave was admired by thousands
of people during that famous trip.
He was patted on the luad and commended by President Roosevelt In
Washington and, though a good companion ox gave out and had to be replaced, Dave made the 6.000-ml'.- e
Journey, always retaining hU health
and good nature.
A few days after the arrival -- t
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HOW THEY STAND.
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68
.681
41
67
.564
61
7
b
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67
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.604
66
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.426
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89
.328
80

Clubs
Detroit
St. Louts
Chicago
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Philadelphia
Boston
Washington
New York
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PERSONAL PROPERTY LOAN8

SALESMEN

WANTED

f

PHYSICIANS

High class salesmen for
good
WANTED Young man or
DR. SOLOMON L. BTJRTOr '
New Era Safety Accounting System
strong boy, not afraid of work. Infor banks, merchants and profesquire 6 p. m. this office.
Physician and Snrgeosu
Wonderful opportunity. On Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,
sionals.
A new shipment.
Plow St Motter Co., 2516 Wabash Wagons and other Chattels, also on
Highland office 81$ South ffr
Ave., Chicago. ,
SALARIES AND WAREHOSB REFine patterns and
8treet.
W"AXTED
Phone 1031.
Saleftjien
guaranteed
as
as
as
low
high
CEIPTS,
)
for
$10
as
National League.
and
Experienced
cloak and
WANTED
Right prices at
Loans are quickly mads and
used automobiles. All prices. Cars 3200.
- Won. Lost. P. C.
Clubs
suit salesgirl. American girl who
rebuilt and guaranteed lk new by strictly private.
DRS, DRONSON
Time: One month
RRONSOV
71
New York
can speak Spanish. Paris Fashion
4t .811
High commissions. to one year given.
manufacturers.
Goods remain In
78
.606
Co., 213 South Second street.
47
Pittsburg
nomeopaUilc Physicians aa.1 lajg .ssJ
Great opportunity. Auto Clearing your possession. Our rates are reas48
.687 LADY SEWERS
Chicago
71
Make sanitary belts
House, 240 Michigan Ave.. Chicago. onable. Call and ses us before bor62
62
.614
Philadelphia
House Furnishers
The
at home; materials furnished; $16 WANTED Representative. Ws want rowing.
Over Yana's Drag Store.
.488
68
68
Cincinnati
per hundred. Particulars stamped
a representative to handle Ford auTHE IIOUS1I04JLD LOAN CX. . .
W. Ooltf Ave.
Office $28; Residence 168$.
208
68
.420
60
Boston
Dept. 961, Dearborn
envelope.
tomobiles In Albuquerque and vi- Steamship tickets to and from all
73
.366
42
Brooklyn
Specialty Co., Chicago.
parts of the world.
cinity. Live hustler can easily clear
.371
43
73
St. Louis
DENTISTS
Rooms, 8 and 4, Grant Bldg.
32,000 In season. Writs with referFOR RENT
803 V4 West Railroad Ave.
ences at once. Ford Motor Company
American Association.
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxyxxxxxxxx)
Dept. H, Detroit, Michigan.
PRIVATE OFFICE8
DR. J. K. KRAFT
Won. Lost P. C.
Clubs
FOR RENT JJ room roomrooms, WANTEL Capable salesman to covOpen Evenings.
83
.686 FOR RENT Newly furnished
68
ing house, new and modern;
Louisville
traveling
or
men.
office
for
suitable
1
er New Mexico and Arliona with
.680
68
80
Dental Surgery
Indianapolis
will be ready about Sept. 1,
No sick. 607 S. Second street.
staple line. High commissions with
7
60
.661
FOR RENT S store rooeae,
Columbus
Rooms I and S. Barnett Bbsssbsbba'
3100 monthly advance Permanent
77
.653 FOR RENT Large, cool, furnished
61
slxe aSxMI ft.; good location.
Toledo
rooms, 612 N. Second St
position to right man. Jess H. AGENTS WANTED To sen guaran
Over O'RieUv's Drus?
68
68
.600
FOR SALE Rooming bouse,
Minneapolis
Appotntments made by
Smith Co., Detroit, Mich.
28 rooms, doing good basin res
64
teed safety rasor; prise 60c; big
.464 FOR RENT Furnished rooms with
74
Kansas City
profits; every man who shaves buys
.442
centrally located; reasons for
61
77
I "none 14.
use of bath, 116 N. High.. Every- WANTED Salesmen ior guaranteed
Milwaukee
selling.
one. Standard Supply Co., 2017
86
.389
thing new and clean.
41
St. Paul
used automobiles, all prices, cars
EDMUND J. ALGER,
FOR SALE Modern $ room
Whitman su, Cincinnati, Ohio.
rebuilt and guaranteed like new by
FOR SALE
residence, brick, good location,
Western League.
manufacturers, high commissions, WANTED Agents, either sex, earn
Office hoars, I a. m. to 1$:$ sv s
on terms or cash; $4,000.
Won. Lost. P. C.
Clubs
great opportunity. Auto. Clearing
360 to $100 per week selling ex1:30 U I p.
76
.691 FOR SALE Piano cheap at 616 W
62
Get a Travelers' Accident and
Omaha
House, 240 Michigan Ave., Chiquisitely embroidered pongee silk
66
.663
72
Ilealtb Policy. Money to Loan.
Appointments made by saafL
Sioux City
cago.
patterns,
patterns, dress
I
Atlantic.
waist
63
M. L. 8CIIUTT.
.619
63
Lincoln
3t West Central Avenue. Pbosas sax.
drawn work waists. National Imtypewriter WANTED Salesman, experienced In
219
Sonth
66
.608 FOR SALE Underwood
67
Second
Street.
Denver
Broadway.
porting Co., Desk D, $99
any line to sell general trade In
335. Mlllett Studio.
.460
68
68
Pueblo
Ii. II. CIULMRERIiAIN, D. D. 8.
New York.
New Mexico. An unexcelled spe
84
48
.364 FOR SALE A fine Hardman piano,
Des Moines...
Dentist.
1
proposition.
cialty
Commissions AGENTS wanted tor the most rapid
A
good as new, beautiful tone.
Office Cromwell block, corner Sao
oa
with 335.00 weekly, advance for
selling household necessity
chance to possess an Instrument of
YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
expenses. The Continental Jewelry
earth. Every woman buys one on MORE BARGAINS IN RANCHES. ond street and Gold avenue, Arb
unexcelled make at just half what
querque, N. M. Oldest established 0V
Co., Cleveland. Ohio.
sight Send 10 cents for sample
On exhibit at Whit-son- 's
It U worth.
American League.
flee in Albuquerque.
and full Information to Sales ManMusic Store, 124 South Sec- WANTED LAvel energetic men for
R. H. E.
At Detroit
ager, 183 Brlnckerhoof Ave., TJtlca,
exclusive territory agency of "In
ond street, Albuquerque.
0 1 0
Fifteen acres of very good land
Detroit
LAWYERS
New York.
dex" Kerosene Burner converts
1
Boys' Suits worth 13.00, for $1.40.
Cleveland
under Irrigation, four aaUea storth
coal oil Into gas gives one hun- HONEST AGENTS 39 days' credit.
School Shoes, best and strongest
Batteries: Winter and Schmidt;
of town, well fenced with barbed
B. W. D. BRYAN
selling
New circular ready. Soaps
dred candlepower burns on manmade. Regular $2.25 Shoes, for $1.49.
Joss and N. Clarke.
.
Parker wire and cedar posts; $760.04)
tle instantaneous seller. Write at
better than aver.
Norent and low expenses make 'It
Attorney at Law
once. Coast Lighting Company,
Chemical Co., Chi cage.
R. H. E. possible for us to sell at lower prices
cash.
At Washington
Way.
Seattle.
92n
Tesler
1 than any other place in town,
classified
6 12
3
In
Washington
sorts
WORD
31.
PER
it
Office First National Bank
0 4 0 will pay you to walk out to 516 West SALESMAN
ads. In 86 leading papers .In U. 8.
First class all round
Lofton
Albuquerque, N. ML
unoccupied
AdvertistoVcover"
The
terrl
Send
Daks
Hughes
War
for
BatU'rii-sSmith,
list
and
Central.
hustler
ing Agency. 437 South Main, street,
tonr 'selling staple line to retail
ner; Clcuttu, Arellunes and Donahue.
E. MAHARAM.
Fifty acres first class Irrigated
E. W. DOIiSON
Los Angeles.
trade. Technical knowledge un
LOST
necessary.
FOUND
land, three miles from the city,
Permanent to right MARRY your choice. Particular peoR.H. E.
At St. Louis
Attorney at Law
1
13 15
man. 330.00 weely, Expenses adChicago
ple, everywhere, Introduced withunder high state of cultivation,
LOST While driving In Fourth ward
3
vanced, Frank R. Jennings. Sales
3
6
St.. Louis
no
details
free.
fakes;
publicity;
out
fenced ulth burned wire and Inrge
Monday morning, white wool, cro
r Batteries: P. Smith and Sullivan;
Office, Cromwell Block,
Manager, Chicago.
Address, A. C, box 1838. Los
cheted, sleeveless Jacket, trimmed
e'dnr pots; price per acre. $75.00.
Albuquerque, N. la.
every town
Graham, Ballcy, Crlss and S. Smith.
agent
Oal.
for
exclusive
ONE
In pale blue. Finder please leave
for
to
orders
to
take
AGENTS
SOPASTE
Introduce
at Citizen office. Reward.
R. H. E.
At New York
IRA M. BOND
ure suits fjr men and women; 810$
factories, railroad shops, etc. Re- -'
3
6 2
Philadelphia
earned;
easily
more
monthly
or
grease
quickly;
Immense
moves
dirt
boiit 100 acres of first
3 lngton from Portland, Bobby Groom.
4 13
eta
Attorney at Law
New York
simple outfit, 250 styles newest
Parker
salsa; amazing profits.
National League Boston from San
irrigated
Batteries: Vickers and Schreck;
land.,
luuated
four
miles
carrying case,
handsome
woolens,
in
Chicago.
Co.,
Chemical
Francisco, Bed:.
Land Patents,
Chesbro and Kleinow.
free of cost. Opportunity to estabnorth of town. 50 acres under Pensions,
elphia
Caveats, Letter Patents, XMaisl
R. II. E.
Second
prosperous and growing busilish
cultivation (lust year was planted
MALE HELP
4 10
0
-Marks, Claims.
ness without Investment Pull InIn witeat), well fenced with four
S3 F Street, N. M Warfilngtoa, aV $
0 5 3 THE MAN BEHIND
New York
structions with every outfit Apply ASTHMA, hay fever sufferers, I have
,ire and oedar posts, main ditch
Batteries: Coombs and Blue; Man
today. The Eagle Tailoring Co.,
found a liquid that cures. It you
TIIOS. K. D. MADDISOW
nlng and Sweeney.
ruu tli rough land, title perfect.
8
Dept. ST.
Franklin St.. ChiTHE KAISER
bottle send six cents In
want
free
cago.
ii,
T.
whole
for
the
w .C -, 1
lrioe
postage.
tract,
stamps
for
Address
for
Attorney at Law
National League.
AND AGENTS $ $ $
478
Rapids,
SALESMEN
Grand
Mica.
Gorham,
only
liort
$6500.00.
tune
This
R. II. E
Office 117 West Gold Aveajaja
At Boston
$50.00 per week and over can be
ShepardBldg.
4 10
k a snap for somebody.
1
New York
Berlin, Sept. 2. There Is a new
Novselling
Campaign
New
made
sollc'-tor- s
Traveling
men
WANTED
and
1 power alongside the throne In Ger
1 5
Boston
JOHN W. WTLflOJf '
elties from now until election. Sells
calling on druggists, confectionWiltse and Bresnahan; many, a German-Austria- n
Batteries:
who owns
stores, county fairs, picnics and
to
ana
ers,
covering
Albuquerque
etc.,
allegiance to no fewer than four
Attorney at Law.
Tuckay, Dorner and Smith.
private families. Complete tine of
surrounding territory and states, to
R. H. E, monarchies and holds a hereditary
Bank Bldg. Albuquerque, N.
Second game
prepaid, for 60c,
charges
samples,
carry
our
of
choco
line
celebrated
8
s 0 seat In the House of Lords of each.
New York
Order today. Chlcsgo Novelty Co.,
RerJ Estate and Loans. Notary
iates on good commission basis.
(Referee In
4
0 6
He Is Prince Maximlllan Egon xu
Boston
60 Wabash Ave., Chicago,
Bowes Allegrettl, 35 River 8t, Chi
Office phone 1171, State
Public 218 W. Gold Ave.
The world is destined
Batteries: Matthewson, Taylor and Furstenberg.
eago.
Bresnahan; Flaherty, Ferguson and to hear more from him. Forty-fiv- e
WANTED A real genome salesman,
By jobbing house, men to
years old and a
a
a man who has ability and who will WANTED
Graham.
ARCHITECT
sell, rugs, linoleum, etc., on commis
subject whom the kaiser treats as an
work for us as hard and consclen
sion. Men calling upon small trade
R. II. E. equal the unique International stat
tously as he would for himself, to
W. SPENCER
F.
At Cincinnati
preferred.
Comparatively
little
us, gigantic wealth and Imperial con
2
8
represent us exclusively In Arlsona
Cincinnati
Em
weight
or bulk to sample. Cars
10 13
nectlons of this sportsman-courtie- r
Pittsburg
Architect
and New Mexico. We have a large.
"Linoleum," room 1301, No. 108
well known and In every way first
Batteries: Volz, Coakley and Mc magnate make him one of the most
REAL ESTATE, INSURANCE
Fulton
New
street.
York.
remarkable figures In contemporary
1S21
Sonth
Calendars,
Lean; Maddox and Gibson.
Walter St.
Advertis
class line ef
R. H. E, Europe.
ing Specialties and Druggists t
Second game
9
2
so
Boxes,
A
striking
Cincinnati
bels and
and our line Is
mixture of the romantic
AGENTS
AND LOANS
INSURANCE
9 16
Pittsburg
medievalism end extreme progress- attractive and varied that each and 3310 MOTOR cycle or horse and bugSchlel;
every
every
Campbell
and
business In
Batteries:
town In the
iveness. Prince Furstenberg is very
gy furnished our men for traveling,
country, without regard to else, csa
B. A. SLEYSTER
much a mart after the kaiser's heart,
Representative of New York Life
Leever and Gibson.
besides 385 monthly and expenses.
I'nknown to the country at large
be successfully solicited. Our goods
insurance Co.; The Fidelity A X
taking
portraits.
for
orders
Par
very
R. H. E. the prince, still known as Max to
At Philadelphia
Insure nee. Real Estate, sTet
are
attractive, but ne more so
Casuality Co. of New York.
Y
ticulars free with beautiful repro2 6 2 his Vienna and Prague cronies of
Brooklym
x
-.
than our reasonable prices, and we
..1
.v
PabUo
!....
16x20
R.
duction
painting.
of
oil
4
days,
7
former
has made his blunt per
Philadelphia
know from the experience of others
Companies.
D.
Dept.
Martel,
Chicago.
476.
Rooms IS and 14, Cromwesl
who have been and are now In our
Batteries: Pastorlous and Maloney;
Offlo 209 rWjf Cold Av.
employ that any bright hustling WANTED Ws want an agent in
Albuquerque, N. ML,
Sparks and Dooln.
OOO
every
Pboa
town or county to sell our
msn who has good average ability
R. H. E
Second game
Kerosene Mantle Gas Burners,
0 4
and Is wiling to work can make
Brooklyn
A. E. WALKER
adaptable to most No. 3 or $ collar
9 11
with us from 860 to 8166 per week.
Philadelphia
any
oil lamp, burns
grads kerosene.
Must be ready to commence work
Batteries: Bell, Wilhelm and Farm
Fire Inearaaea
Light 100 candle power. Better and
Hair Dresser and Chiro adieu
at once. Commissions liberal. Our
er; McQuillen and Dooln.
Secretary Mataa Building
company was organised In 1883. We cheaper than gas or electricity. Lib
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors
eral commission, exclusive terri
R. H. E,
are capitalized for 8300,000. We
At Chicago
West Central Av
the Alvarado and next door te
609-6- 6
tory.
Fifth avenue. Chicago.
4
7
stste this simply to show that ws
Chicago
Sturges'
Is
cafe,
prepared
to
give
6 11
are responsible and mean business.
St. Louis
thorough scalp treatment, do halr- If you do, it 111 pay you to write
Batteries: Reulbach and Moran
dresslng,
Sales Manager, Merchants Publish,
treat corns, bunions and In
Bebee, Lush and C. Moran.
Resolved
all orders $er I
lng Co., Kalamazoo, Mich. Bnclos e aapalles of that
growing nails.
any
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she gives massagi
kbxea
and
all
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this advertisement with your appll
purposes
om
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all
for
be
snade
treatment
manicuring.
and
Mrs.
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R. H.
At Pes Moines
cation
4 oa the regular requisition blank
Bambini's own preparation of com3 6
Des Moines
of the Irrigation Congress proplexion cream builds up the skin and
Omaha
NOT THE ONLY ONE.
vlded for that purpose, and said t
Batteries: Olmstead and Heckin
improves the complexion, and is
requisition
signed
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ger; Rhodes and Lebrand.
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eom- not to be Injurious.
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auditing
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She
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People Similarly Situated.
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4 mlttee, or in his absence by the '
also prepares hair tonic that cures
I t
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Can there be any stronger proof ofacting chairman; that all tl, I and prevents dandruff
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and hair fall
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fered than the evidence of Albuquerpro parly
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Batterls:
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payment and
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before
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moles, warts and superfluous
ger; Ragan and Gondlng.
PRINCE FURSTENBERii
the following, quietly answer the
audited at any meeting of the
hair.
For any blemish of tha face
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(tonality and wise counsel so ital
auditing committee,
by
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can
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consult Mrs. Bambini.
At Sioux City
Jl. II. E factor In Wllheim's estimation that
Mrs. E. Adair, of 817 South Edith
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nevertheless
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01 me system.
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Cincinnati, Sept. 2. The national
others, or it would not bo tho fa.
hundred
any case Itoffer
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MP
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cure, eend for fur
vorite liver powder, with a larger
SuocesHful advertlHing means s
baseball commission has allowed the sets you crazy. Can't bear the touch of
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circulars
and
luis. Address:
your clothing. Doan's Ointment cures
sals than all others combined.
prosperous liusiiien. Tlie Clllien
following drafts:
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Navajo Blankets

MONEY to LOAN

Female Help

..........

Davis &Zearing

'a.

Miscellaneous

I
The Cltlaen la not read
haurrtedly, bat thoroogh-t-y,
a that all advertise,

tente reeerre their ahare
of attention. It preaanta
tha etcre news a MtUe
ahead, giving tbm praa
peetlve purchaser time to
plan a shopping tour (or
tlie next morning.

a.

W.-ite-

advertisers patron-li- e
The Citizen because
they know thrtr advertisements are seen and
read at tlie homea In the
evening, and If they are
offering something worthy
of attention, their ad has
accomplished Ita mission.
Wise

I

t

:

and

a.

made-to-mea-

s

game-Philad-

The Cltlaen has never
given premiums to subscribers, bat Is subscribed
to and paid for oa Ita
aewa merits, showing
that Its subscribers hare
money with which to bay
what they want from
legitimate m e r e h a nts.
These are the people
The Cftiawn Invites to
your store.

z
The Cltlaen employs a
man whose business it is
to look after your advertising wants. lie will
write your copy If you
wish. If not. lie will see
that your ads are "set
up" to look their best
will

DM

...18

T

and be

attend to

tliem from day to day.

312-31-

.
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BASEBAL I

American Ionguc.
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PAGE SEVER.

THEY REACH MORE PEOPLE DAILY THAN YOU CAN SEE IN A MONTH

Why

THERE.

CITIZEN.

Are you advertising In
The Cltlaen? Your competitors are, and are
profiting by it. Do you
think conservative business men are spending
money wltere they are
not getting results? Get
in the swim and watch
your buelneNS grow.

N

til
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Very Serious

44e)4y,s)i

Is the Best

Advertising
Medium
in

Albuquerque
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couch
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Br King's
Now Discovery
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I

DO YOUR EYES TROUBLE YOU

t

Our Vast Experience in the
Uptical rrotession

Quality In School Shoes
and fit too. We can give you all these combined at a very reasonable price. It is easy
for you to find out. The Shoes are on display
in our windows and we are anxious to showyou

SHOES FOR BOYS
$1.15 52.00, 51.25 52.25,

Golf or Patent Colt.
2
toZ
0

Yld lild, Ilox Calf, Patent K11, Lnoe or Button.
to

11

11

$1.00 $1,85, 51

51.75-52.5-

25-52.2- 5,

0

Bargains

We have just a few of those Trimmed
Hats which we wish to dispose of this
week. We are offering them as low as

75 Cents

Lutz

ss

M

liXM

nephew, Mrs. George Frost and son,
who arrived last night from Monette,

PERSONAL

Mo.

Robert Law of Santa Fe president
of the New Mexico Central railway,
arr ved In the city last evening and
will remain a day or so. He attended
Insure in the Occidental Life.
tho meeting today of the officials of
Fresh shipment Concord grapes aV the road.
San Jose Market.
Remember the social which is to
William J. Hammer of Silver City be elven t the narlor nr tha First
J
was in the city Tuesday on business. Methodist church on Thursday even
Rev. W. S. Huggett, pastor of the ing of this week. Ail ladies are exMethodist Episcopal church at Gallup, pected to be present with their
black ties.
Is In the city for a few days on busiA
Presbyterian
Social Refreshness.
A Larrazolo club was organized in ments and fun for everyone. Aprons
Bare las last night. The organization and home cooking for sale. Friday
afternoon and evening, on the lawns
Is said to have started with sixty-fiv- e
at the homes of Rev. Cooper, Mr.
members.
and Dr. Cornish, 115, 119 and
The Paris Fashion Specialty Co., 123 South
Walter street.
213 South Second street, wants an exMiss Nellie Brewer,
Francis E.
perienced salesgirl, one who can spealc
Woods and Julius Staab, attorneys at
Spanish.
Fresh home dressed spring chick law, were among those who returned
ens, hens and spring ducks at the to the city yesterday after attending
the meeting of the New Mexico Bar
nan Jose Market today.
association
held at Santa Fe.
Charles F. Easley of Santa Fe, atMlllett S. Clancy, son of Harry
torney for the Santa Fe Central, arof the Santa Fe, arrived In
rived In Albuquerque last evening for Clancy
Albuquerque last evening and left
a short business vltlt.
this morning for Roswell, where he
Mrs. George Everltt and Miss Edith will enter the Military institute.
Mr.
Albuquerque
yesterday
to
returned
Clancy will complete his course at the
&
from few weeks' vacation at Califor- institute this year.
nia summer resorts.
Aprons and home cooking for sale
Mrs. Keith will resume her dancing by the ladles of the Presbyterian
classes at the Woman's club building church, at their lawn social, on the
Monday evening, September 14, and lawns of the parsonage, Mr. McMIllen
will teach the newest and most popu- and Dr. Cornish, 115,119, 123 South
'
lar dances.
Walter street, Friday afternoon and
F. E. Robertson was in Albuquerevening, September 4.
que from Las Vegas, looking after
William Graves, recently of Rlncon,
personal interests yesterday.
has succeeded Harvey Moore as chief
Mr.
Dr. J. K. Kraft returned to the city clerk to Agent T. E. Purdy.
today after upending a few days fish- Moore left this morning for a visit
ing In the Black lakes In Mora county. to friends at Newton, Kan., after
will go to Clovls to taka
which
R. J. Taylor, forest guard In the charge he
of the Santa Fe station there.
Manzano forest, has returned to the
A meeting of importance will be
city from a several weeks' vacation
held by the Knights of Columbus In
spent In the east.
Red Men hall at 8 o'clock this evenMrs. M. R. Otero and Mr. and Mrs. ing. Preparations are being made for
S. C. Noland left on No. 2 for Kansas) the initiation of a large. class of candiCity this morning, where Mrs. Noland dates October 4, and details of this
will be operated on at Marguerite's
event will be discussed at tonight's
,
hospital.
..
meeting.
Frank Trotter has moved hU groThe Ladles' Aid society of the First
cery store to the next store east, lit Methodist church will hold a home
Gold avenue, where he la now pre- coming social Thursday evening in the
pared to receive old and new customEverything is freo
church parlors.
ers.
and everybody Is cordially invited to
The
Benevolent soci- come and enjoy the evening. There
ety has elected Mrs. H. B. Ray, 811 will be a fine musical program given
South Arno street, to receive gifts for and refreshments will be served.
the society. Mrs. Ray succeeds the
H. Frank, who was the complaining
late Mrs. James Wilkinson.
witness In the vagrancy cases against
ha
F. B. Schwentker
returned Mrs. Ida Cooper and her son, pleaded
from a several weeks' vacation spe.it guilty to assault and battery In Judge
McClellan's court at 6 o'clock yesterat Long Beach, Calif. Mr. Schwentker Is (general agent for the Pacific day afternoon.. Mrs. Cooper was the
complaining witness against Frank.
Mutual Life Insurance company.
Conductor George H. Frost and The latter was fined f 15.
D. M. Merrlam, one of the principal
wife, of South Third street, are
a visit from, their niece and stockholders of the American Lum- -
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SHOES FOR GIRLS
g? j

An

Lense Grinding Done on the ..Premises

la not the only requirement; you. want style

Box OUr, let KM, Kangaroo
8 to 13
13i uv2

South Second Street.

110

i
'208 South Second Street

THIS GIRL
has a chaDce to be clean.

HAS YOURS ?
Let

us

Figure on Putting in That
Plumbing Work.

J. L. BELL GO.
1

15--

17 S. FIRST STREET

1

Non-Sectari-

Whitney Company

WholesaleHardware

MADAM

Stoves, Tinware, Enameled Ironware, Iron Pipe, Pumps, Valves,
Fittings, Belting, Mine and Mill Supplies, etc.
WAGONS.

mail

Wi

UPLEMNTS

oDees solicited
n ATT F IK ON

AND

-

FARM

MACHINERY

lhjquerqu

n.

STEWARD-LAM- B

Will Announce

.

Her New Location
LIVERY AND

boarding stable

Albuquarqu:

TELEPHONE S7

N.

U.

II

N

In A Few Days.

SAM PECK'S NOBBY SUITS

CHAFING DISHES
ARE
IMK
ww

RECEIVING THE

new fall and winter suits
for boys ai.d young men
These
will please your boy, having fancy
cuffs on sleeves Trousers with
with wide turned up bottoms
Vest with white edging and all the
natty fixings t uch as patch pockets
and long lapels.
Knee Pant Suits,
Long Pant Suits,

5.00 to $ 7.50

5

12.50 to

School Suits. Well
- Made,
School Suits, Long
Pants, - -

3 00 to

8.00 to

18.00

4.00
10.00

I

I

Palace

THE

LARGEST

STOCK

GOODS

--

SEE

119 W.

Cold

.rVi

!

TIT
I 1

Central Ave.
Albuquerque

Your Opportunity
4
X

J
f

i

j

MISS C. P. CRANE
MILLINERY

AND DRESSMAKING PARLORS
CENTRAL and
PHONE. Q44

...

CXXXX)CXXXXXXXXX)OOOCXX)OyQUCXXXlC

2

4

XXXXXXW3CXXXXJC XJCXAJ

For First Class Work and Prompt .Delivery
CAT I

i

$

HU3BS LAUNDRY CO.
cxxxwoucxxxxxcxoo

WHITE WAGONS

the
real eHtate ofllce of F. H. Kent on
South Third street la.it night and stole
a desk clock valued at $1.50. A number of burnt matches were strewn
around on the floor but no attempt
had been made to break the safe and
a drawer full of postage stamps was
not molested.
James Hayes, general bridge and
building superintendent of the Santa
Fe Railroad company, arrived in this
city this morning from San Marclal.
Mr. Hayes Is here looking over the
carnenter nmrlr uhlsh la uin. a- j for the Irrigation
congress this) fall.
wnicn nas Deen In charge of J. B.
Murphy, bridge and building foreman.
Mrs. N. T. Armljo returned to the
city this morning from Los Angeles,
where she spent the summer. Her
daughter. Miss Lola Armljo, and son,
Nicholas Armljo, who went to Los Angeles last spring with their mother,
are expected home within a couple of
weeks. Mrs. Armljo Is stopping at the
home of her daughter,
Mrs. T. g.
Hubbell, 1023 Weat Central avenue.
Ir. Robert Fleming Jones, a prominent physician of British New Guinea, Is jn Aljuquerque the guest of
Ir. W. F. McBrlde, of Las Cruees,
president of the New Mexico Medical
society. Dr. Fleming Jones and Dr.
McBrlde were associated together a
number of years ago In Louisiana.
The former will give a talk before the
medical society on tropical diseases.
W. P. Williams, aged 40 years, died,
at St. Joseph's sanitarium yesterday
afternoon at 6 o'clock. Mr. Williams
wvs a draughtsman for the American
Lumber company, and came here
about two years ago from the Philippines, where he was employed by the
government as mechanical engineer
for a number of years. Interment will
be made In Santa Barbara cemetery.
Further announcements will be made
later.
David Barilla, a young man In the
employ of the Albuquerque Carriage
company, was the victim of a painful
accident this afternoon.
Mr. Barilla
was holding an iron pin on the forge
while another employe was hitting it
with a sledge hammer.
One blow
missed the pin and came down with
terrific force, hitting tne left hand
of young Barilla, Dr. Cams, the physician for the young man, expresses
the hope of belnir able to mv fv.
hand, although It was badly mangled.
Two large audlencea waro, wall .n.
tertalned last night at the Colombo
meaier with five uniformly good motion pictures and tWO illustrated anno-- .
sung by Mr. Could. "The Romance
of the Old Mill," the headliner of the
program, was one of the finest productions shown here this aenann
nrt
was very well received. Tnnio-htho
special film will be "Robin Hood,"
irom me opera of the same name,
with two other new ones, "The Little
Detective" and "Water SDrlte."
ored.
Specimens of potatoes that reaem.
bled squashes have been received at
Irrigation congress headquarters f'ain
j. u. .Peterson, a real estate man of
Estancla. Mr. Peterson declares that
the "spuds" were raised
acre farm without Irrigation, and that
ine crop amounted to 150 bushels to
the acre. With some of th hun
stalks of corn, monster apples, canta
loupes ana otner rruits and vegetables
It is conceded that New Mexico grow-er- a
will land all of the prizes for as,
products or Irrigation land
and on pure land.
The new moving pictures at the
rink last night pleased a large audience and the illustrated
nnn nrerA
loudly encored. The feature film, "The
Little Cripple," is one of the best ever
shown here, portraying the heroism of
a crippiea lad, whose heart is In the
right place, although fate has dealt
harshly with him. "A Modern Sampson" shows this long haired gentleman In almost as many difficulties as
his Biblical prototype, and, like Samson of old, his prowess ended with
the cutting of his PaderewskI locks.
"A Narrow Escape" Is a thrilling
nick of time picture. The same list
of films will be shown again tonight.
By a concert given at the Congregational church
last evening Miss
Lula May Palmer, the popular young
vocaliwt, cleared over 100 which will
be utilized in the completion of her
musical education. Over two hundred
people were
and the program,
which was participated In by many of
Albuquerque's
talented performers,
was greatly enjoyed. Miss Palmer's
numbers were
applauded and
she was forced to respond with several encores. Others who aided in
making the evening a irnvt enjoyable
one were Herbert Howlson, Mrs. H.
C. Collins, F. E. Kerzman.
John
Glbbs. Prof. J. H. Crum and Mrs. C.
A. Frank. Miss Palmer leaves for
Columbia, Mo., the ISth of this month
where she goes to study music as well
as complete her college course.

"VJR FIRST CONSIDERATION

in offering
merchandise to our patrons is quality. We
therefore confine ourselves to the leading lines of ths
country lines which are ti
and worthy.
Tie-tri- ed

Hart Schaffner & Marx
Make the Standard High Grade Clothing of the
United States Our fall lines are arriving and are
being placed on sale.

Knox

Hats

Hats-Stets- on

Have been on the market for half a century and are
fully guaranteed. Prices within the reach of all.

$3.00, $4.00 and $5.00

Hanan

Shoes-Doug-

Shoes

las

The old reliable in their respective classes every
pair replaced free of charge if they fail to satisfy.

SIMON STERN
THE CENTRAL AVENUE CLOTHIER

44esssttieeee4Siss4s

"attmrntttttttllMni
B. H. Briggs & Co.

1

j

SKINNER'S! DRUGGISTS
GROCERY
JELLY

I 40c

ALVARADO

PHARMACY

Corner Gold Ave. and 1st St.

GLASSES

HIGHLAND PHARMACY

per dozen

PINT JARS

Occidental Building

75c per dozen

Bring Us Your Prescriptions

JARS

QUART

90c per dozen

i
$1.25 per dozen I
GALLON

JARS

ALL THE FINEST
NATIVE FRUITS

Finest Ice Cream
and Coldest Soda
in the City

SKINNER'S
Vann Drug Co
205 South First Street
Highland Livery

THORNTON

BAMBROOK BROS.
US John St.
Phone A6.
turnouts. Beat driven
In the city. Proprietor of "Sadie,"
the plclne wagon.
te

Don't Forget The
ALBUQUERQUE

PLANING

CLEANER

Clean any and everything and doaa
It right The best in the southwest.
All he ask la a trial. Clothe cleaned,
repaired and pressed. Just call
10. Works. HI & Waltes -

409 Watt Railroad

Avon

MIL!

THE OLDEST MILL IX THE CTTX
When In need of saab, door, fnuna
etc Screen work m speoUlty. 464
Hon til first street. Telephone 41.
-

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO
LI VERT, SALE. FEED AND
TRANSFER STABLES.
dorses

Rio Granite Valley Land Do,

JOHN BORRADAILE

and Mules Bought ana B
cuanged.

BEST TOUItNOUTS IN THI CT
9econd Street between Central

Real Estate and Invervnent
Colleect Rents of City Realty
Office, Corner Third and Gold Ava
Albngnrrqne. K. at
Phone 545

Standard

Cnpof

vnua.

THIRD STREET

Meat Market
Ul Kind of Freeh

and

Saltfeaa,

Steam Sausage Factory.
EMIL KLEINWORT
Masonlo Building. North Tbard

Plumbing and
Heating Co.

Good
ROOM and BOARD

412 West Central Ave.
PHONE

THE

61

DEMONSTRATION OP
FRONT LACED CORSET
Mrs. Harriet Ricer of Kansas City
has opened parlors with Mra. Cover-dal- e,
milliner, Fourth and Gold, and
wli: demonstrate the new hyjlenlo
front Need corset. This garment will
instantly reduce the abdomen, giving
tho heart, lungs and stomach absolute
TOO I.ATi: TO CLASSIFY.
freedom. This corset la not only
LOST Combination tamale and wiebut lends ease and grace to
ner can. Return to We.sterfleld'i tho figure and is highly recommended
oigrar store and receive reward.
by leading physicians. Mrs. Riser InLOST To.lay.
noon, ribuon watcn vites the ladles to call at their earliest
fob, K. C. charm attached.
Finder convenience and be fitted.
return to 524 North Fifth and receive reward.
REMOVAL.
Pitt Ross, county surveyor, has reFor bran feed give your stock Kan moved his office to 109 West Central
nas 15l
Itran. clean, fresh and avenue, upstairs. Engineering, land lo.
IkhUUit.
A great producer of milk eating, land scrip for sale.
ideal for lioracs. cowa and poultry.
lut up under the supervision of the The increasing sales of our Black
Slate Board of Heallli. No wnutty Cat stockings prove their superiority
wheat, refuse oau ami corn nor mill over every other brand on the marsweeping ground In this bran. The ket. They give absolute satisfaction
Mill furn Mi cash guarantee because they wear, they fit and are
with each and every sack. For any fast colored. All sizes for men, women
dlsHatlKfactinn your nvmey Is return, and children. Price rsnge from 11 H
esl. E. W. Fee, 602-00- 4
South First St, cents for plain stockings to B0 cent
Phone 16.
for lace hos. C. May' Shoa Store,
314 West Central avenue.
HOUGH DRY.
The rapid Increase hi our buasnes
Do you know what this means?. If
not ask our drivers to explain it to Is due to good work and fair treatment of our patrons, llubbs Launyou.
dry.
IMPERLVL LAUNDRY.

$4.00 a Week Up

MRS. M. E. NORRIS
110 East CoaV Avenue

lc,

to buy Summer Millenery at a very low price
is no v.
We have a limited number of vtry
pretty Trimmed and Pattern Hats which we
are closing out this week. Our Hats carry
with them the assurance of being correct.

THEM

E. L. WASHBURN CO.
122 S. Second

IT D

ooooccocooooo oookccocjooco

COR.

THE BEST

IT

Quality

amateur burglar entered

pr.-s.-n- t

Just received a large shipment. Haven't room for them,
and are making special low prices this week to move them

The Diamond

b

,kl.
mi,

buin-.-

Assures you absolute comfort in Glasses Urouud and Fitted by us
BERBER
OPTICAL CO., tXCLUSlVE OPTICIANS

Central Ave?vO

&L-we-st

r company, arrived from the east
t.
i. . .
anaa .is
iii'miiiiih un at
ine ,iiimiiea
roistered at the Alvara.l. Mr. and
Mr.. Merrlam wre returning to their
home at Long Ileach from a trip east
and Mr. Merrlnm stopped off here on
.

KEPT. 9, 10S.

c

t

every div
Our work Is ItKillT
ifartiueuu llubue Laundry CHt.

Place an ad. In The Cltlsen and
watch It work for yoa.

rjM'.f'r
CAN YOU IMPROVE IT 7

We hav tried, are trying, to Improve the quality of our bread and
roll
not that we are ashamed of It.
but that we want to make It even
better than It la Thaf why It as
good a It la. When lt'a better U
ever It can be It won't be higher In
price and you will get the benefit.

Pioneer Bakery,
207 South First

St

